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FROM THE EDITOR

What Direction Is My Muse Taking M e?
Christine Brooks Cote

L

eslie Ihde's column in this issue, “You Are the Mountains,”

carries an important message and invitation for artists:

The artist works intuitively with imagery. . . . Rarely would the artist
undertake an analysis of their imagery, [but] . . . discovering the
direction our muse wants to take us might also be understood as
coming to understand our own spirit voice, or inner teacher.
I hear the message. I accept the invitation. Yes, I do work intuitively.
I don't spend a lot of time thinking about what is in front of me when I
take a picture, and I don't really think a lot when I do post-production
editing. As I say, “I play with it . . . see how this looks . . . see how that

feels.” And when my inner voice says, “That's it right there, don't change a thing,” I stop. Working this
way creates a joyous feeling. My body is an instrument; my inner self is speaking and singing.
So, perhaps it's time now to look at my images and ask myself, “What direction is my muse taking me?”
These images are from a portfolio I call “Verdant.” They are images of nature: flowers, ferns, and
leaves, but they are not really about those things per se. I notice now, for the first time, that when I
look at them I don't even see the flower or the leaf. Probably, that's why it made so much sense to me
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to tone them in a monochrome of green, my favorite color; the daylily doesn't need to be orange; the
trillium doesn't need to be its usual shade of red. Green is lush, nurturing, calming, breezy, and I see
these qualities in these images. The compositional characteristics show a sense of random placement,
as if objects are scattered through the point of focus, but they are far from random. There is simplicity
within the composition . . . just a few flowers in a field . . . but there is also graceful elegance, like a
lone dancer floating across a stage, making a choreographed piece look spontaneous, as if she is
dancing just for me.



Christine Brooks Cote founded Shanti Arts in 2011 to celebrate art, nature, and spirit.
Cote edits and publishes Still Point Arts Quarterly, sponsors art competitions and exhibitions online at
Still Point Art Gallery (stillpointartgallery.com), and publishes a wide array of beautiful and intriguing
books for adults and children. Cote was born in Wisconsin and raised in southern California, but now
calls Maine her home. She enjoys the natural environment of Maine with her camera, her husband
and friends, and two playful and energetic Irish setters. • christinecotephoto.com
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Workshop Opportunities I n 2016
For more information about these workshops and to register
visit www.shantiarts.com/workshops.

Literary Arts
Building a House: Writing Memoir and Personal Essay
Instructor: Janet Sunderland
Online Workshop – Four Weeks – July 1 to 28, 2016
Workshop Fee: $160
Learn to think about writing a personal essay or a book-length memoir like building
a house, focusing on structure, situation, and story. Structure (the foundation and
studs) - define the beginning, middle, end, and the time-line; Situation (the walls of
each room) - describe what happens, along with characteristics of people, place, and sensory details, to
build a picture in the reader's mind and lift the words from the paper into another's experience; Story (the
color scheme, furniture, and decorations) - present the writer's experience and journey of self-discovery
to create a reliable narrator for the reader. All of this comes together to bring the you alive so readers
will live through you. Suitable for both experienced and emerging writers. Participants will complete a
manuscript of about 1,500 words to use as a stand-alone piece or the start of a longer manuscript.
Janet Sunderland is a poet and memoirist. Her poetry collection, At the Boundary, was released by Finishing
Line Press in May of 2013. Poems and essays have appeared in numerous journals, including Rockhurst Review,
Lalitamba, Touch: A Journal of Healing, Kansas City Voices, and the recent anthologies, Love Over 60, Journey
to Crone, and When Last on the Mountain. She serves as vice-president on the executive board of Whispering
Press. She is a professional actor, a member of SAG-AFTRA, and an adjunct professor, teaching writing and
public speaking. ● janetsunderland.com
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Introduction to the Writing of Japanese Poetry
Instructor: Naomi Beth Wakan
Online Workshop - Four Weeks - September 6 to October 4, 2016
Workshop Fee: $160
Learn about two time-honored forms of Japanese poetry. This four-week online
workshop will focus on writing haiku (the poetry of the senses) and tanka (the poetry
of the heart) and getting supportive critique from the instructor. Participants will
be introduced to an understanding of both of these wonderful ways to express one's self in poetry.
Suitable for both experienced and emerging poets. A unique opportunity to work with Naomi Beth
Wakan, a prolific and prize-winning author; among her many books are Haiku: One Breath Poetry and
The Way of Haiku.

Naomi Beth Wakan is the Poet Laureate of Nanaimo, British Columbia, Canada, and the author of
more than fifty books. Several of her articles have appeared in Still Point Arts Quarterly, including
“Poetry That Heals.” ● naomi@naomiwakan.com

Visual Arts
Personal Narrative – Artistic Vision
Instructor: Ralph Hassenpflug
Camden, Maine – Six Days – June 26 to July 1
Workshop Fee: $900
Come to Maine for a week of rich exploration of your self and your art. Articulate
and refine your personal artistic vision by delving into symbolism, metaphor, and
storytelling. In the process, examine your own personal narratives, aesthetics, and
psychology in image making. Through hands-on demonstrations, creative exercises, group discussions,
image-making assignments, and portfolio reviews, you will be inspired to grow and reach the next
level of artistic achievement. There will also be opportunities to discuss such practical topics as longterm project development, portfolio editing, marketing, publishing, and exhibiting. Afterwards stay to
celebrate the Fourth of July in Maine with fireworks, parades, and festivals. This workshop takes place
in Camden, a beautiful, quintessential coastal Maine town.

R alph H assenpflug is a photographer. Born in West Germany, he studied European literature in
Germany and France. He immigrated to the United States in 2002. He regularly presents his work
in national and international shows. His book, Doorway to the Temple: Brittany, Personal Images
of the Sacred was published by Shanti Arts Publishing in 2014. ● ralph.hassenpflug@gmail.com ●
www.ralphhassenpflug.com
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Finding Your Creative Voice Through Photo Encaustics
Instructor: K athryn Oliver
Camden, Maine – Two Days – September 17 to 18;
OR October 15 to 16
Workshop Fee: $350; includes base materials and light snacks. Students
are responsible for bringing their own prints. Printing may be done on site for an
additional fee.
Take advantage of this opportunity to visit Maine and learn from a creative image maker who is
passionate about the creative journey. Experience the natural beauty of beeswax as it brings poetic
mystery to a photograph. Learn to transform your images by applying different encaustic techniques,
oil pigments, and collage. Through demonstrations, hands-on exploration, lively critiques, and
engaging conversations, you will push your creative boundaries and unite your personal narrative with
poetic visual expression. Takes place in Camden, one of the most beautiful spots in Maine, so plan to
stay for a few days before or after the workshop.

K athryn Oliver is driven by curiosity and passion. Her creative journey has repeatedly taken her into
the fields of metaphor and myth. With a professional background in painting, theater, and dance,
she blends hints of all these elements into her images. Oliver creates and exhibits black-and-white
fine art photography and photo encaustics, presenting her work in national and international shows.
● kathryn@kathrynoliver.com ● www.kathrynoliver.com

Spirituality
Waking Up God Is: Reflecting on the Spiritual Path
Instructor: Peter Azrak
Brunswick, Maine – Two Days – September 16 to 17
Workshop Fee: $85
Come to Maine during one of the most beautiful months of the year and take part in
this weekend workshop with Peter Azrak. Learn how mindfulness calls us to “wake up”
to whatever comes our way while also demanding an honest and humble examination
of who we are in the here and now. This process of “waking up” leads us to ask important questions about
a spiritual approach to life. Where does God or the Universe fit in my life? What is the meaning of “having
faith?” What does “waking up” have to do with relating to others as we strive to be more grateful, humble,
and loving? What is the role of suffering in our journey towards “waking up.” As we pose these questions,
our time together will include periods of quiet reflection, meditation, discussion, healing visualization,
movement, and chanting. Takes place at Jai Yoga studio in Brunswick, Maine, a half hour north of Portland
(increasingly known for fabulous restaurants) and about five minutes north of Freeport (home of L. L. Bean).
The workshop will begin Friday evening and reconvene Saturday from mid-morning to late afternoon.
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Peter Azrak is a psychotherapist in private practice in New York City. His interest is in bridging the gap
between the world of mental health and spirituality. Holding master's degrees in both religious studies
and social work, he leads workshops on the power of “waking up” to the ever-penetrating presence we
call The Divine. He is also a fine art photographer and writes a column for Still Point Arts Quarterly entitled
“Looking Through the Spiritual Eye.” ● pgazrak@rcn.com ● www.photographsbypeterazrak.com

Reserve a spot on your calendar now for one of these opportunities.
Register on our website: www.shantiarts.com
Questions? Contact Christine Cote (publisher@shantiarts.com; 207-837-5760)
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Stil Point

Current Exhibition

Still Point VIII

Art Gallery

Still Point Art Gallery’s current exhibition

— Still Point VIII — is viewable in our online gallery
and will remain a featured exhibition through July
31, 2016. In this issue we feature images from this

Photography takes an instant out of
time, altering life by holding it still.

exhibition, but there are many more to see online.
Honored artists for this exhibition are:

— Dorothea Lange

Pat Hinchliffe, Best in Show—Portfolio.

“You can be still and still moving.
Content even in your discontent.”

Hinchliffe is from Frosterley, United Kingdom. One
image from his portfolio is shown on page 10. You
are invited to view others online.

— Ram Dass

L ouise Parms, Best in Show—Single Image.
Parms is from Bronx, New York and her winning
image is Mirrored Sky Meditation: Egret Gathering.
(p. 11)

Nina Clayton, Best Mixed Media Artwork.

At the still point of the turning world.
Neither flesh nor fleshless;
Neither from nor towards;
at the still point, there the dance is,
But neither arrest nor movement.
And do not call it fixity,
Where past and future are gathered.
Neither movement from nor towards,
Neither ascent nor decline.
Except for the point, the still point,
There would be no dance,
and there is only the dance.

Clayton is from New York City, and her winning
image is Between the Trees, 2. (p. 14)

— T. S. Eliot

M ichael Page M iller , Best Photograph
Miller is from New York City, and his winning image
is Bhutan Color Study, 3. (p. 12)

Natalie R eilly, Best Painting.
Reilly is from Santa Ana, California, and her winning
image is Striped Orchid. (p. 13)
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Bobby Baker - Eldred Boze - Ekaterina Bykhovskaya - Mark Chen - Nina Clayton
Valerie Deveraux - Daisy Dodge - Allison Doherty - Jane Gottlieb - Ellen Hart
Pat Hinchliffe - Hall Jameson - Steve Knight - Candy Law - Karen Merritt
Michael Page Miller - Judy Munro - Aoi Murase - Rose Palmieri - Louise Parms
Raymond Perez - Debi Pickler - Natalie Reilly - Karen Shulman - Eleanor Steele
Gary Stutler - Amy Valadarsky - Karla Van Vliet - Michael Washburn - Abby Zonies
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Current Exhibition
Still Point VIII

Award for BEST IN SHOW - Portfolio

Pat Hinchliffe

The Narrow Road
digital art · unwrittenhaiku.com
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May 1 to July 31, 2016
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Award for BEST IN SHOW - Single Image

Louise Parms

Mirrored Sky Meditation: Egret Gathering
photographic collage · louiseparms.com
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Current Exhibition
Still Point VIII

Award for BEST Photograph

Michael Page Miller

Bhutan Color Study, 3
photography · michaelpagemillerphotography.com
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May 1 to July 31, 2016
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Award for BEST Painting or Drawing

Natalie Reilly

Striped Orchid
acrylic on canvas · reillyart.com
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Current Exhibition
Still Point VIII

Award for BEST Mixed Media Artwork

Nina Clayton

Between the Trees, 2
acrylic collage/painting on paper · nclaytonart.com
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May 1 to July 31, 2016
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Daisy Dodge · Operator
acrylic · daisydogeart.com
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Current Exhibition
Still Point VIII

Steve Knight · Open for Biz
photography
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May 1 to July 31, 2016
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Rose Palmieri · Cigar Rolling Cuba
photography
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Current Exhibition
Still Point VIII

Gary Paul Stutler · Bel Cher
oil on panel · garystutler.com
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May 1 to July 31, 2016
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Bobby Baker · Sailing Off Morris Island
photography · bobbybaker.com
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Current Exhibition
Still Point VIII

Amy Kanka Valadarsky · Misthaven, 2
photography · amykankaphotography.com
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May 1 to July 31, 2016
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Karen Shulman · River Child
photography · kshulman.com
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Current Exhibition
Still Point VIII

Debi Pickler · Emily
pen and ink
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May 1 to July 31, 2016
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Jane Gottlieb · South of France
enhanced photography
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Current Exhibition
Still Point VIII

Eldred Boze · Burano, 2
photography
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May 1 to July 31, 2016
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Judy Munro · Conversation
oil
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Current Exhibition
Still Point VIII

Valerie Deveraux-Raku · Midnight in the Garden
deverauxart.com
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May 1 to July 31, 2016
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Michael Washburn · Free Falling, 1
photography
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Current Exhibition
Still Point VIII

Karen A. Merritt · Bici
photography · thinkpunkgirl.com
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May 1 to July 31, 2016
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Hall Jameson · The Salt Series: Low Tide
photography · halljameson.com
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Current Exhibition
Still Point VIII

Ekaterina Bykhovskaya · Tikal, 81
photography · bykhovskaya.com
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May 1 to July 31, 2016
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Mark Chen · Storm's Rage
photography
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Current Exhibition
Still Point VIII

Allison Doherty · On the Way to Altamira
mixed media · allisondoherty.com
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May 1 to July 31, 2016
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Karla Van Vliet · Alma.Butterfly
mixed media · vanvlietarts.com
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Current Exhibition
Still Point VIII

Candace Law · Dusk
solar print · candacelaw.com
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May 1 to July 31, 2016
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Aoi Murase · Spring Blue
pressed flowers on Japanese paper · aoi1518.wix.com/the-little-traces
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Current Exhibition
Still Point VIII

Eleanor Steele · Spring Walk
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May 1 to July 31, 2016
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Raymond Perez · Water and Colors
watercolor on paper · fineartamerica.com
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Current Exhibition
Still Point VIII

Abby Zonies · Jazz Fest
abbyzonies.com
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May 1 to July 31, 2016
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Ellen Hart · Song of Solomon 2:12
mixed media
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Upcoming Exhibitions
stillpointartgallery.com

The River
Who looks upon a river in a meditative hour, and
is not reminded of the flux of all things?
~ Ralph Waldo Emerson
Online Exhibition Dates: August 1 to October 31, 2016
Submission Deadline: July 1, 2016
Selected Artists Will Have Their Work Featured In The
Fall 2016 Issue of Still Point Arts Quarterly
Gary Engle, High Water
from Earth Water Fire Air: Our World in Abstract

Solitude

Marcie Scudder, Alone and Lonely
from Simplicity

Amid those scenes of solitude . . . the mind is cast
into the contemplation of eternal things.
~ Thomas Cole
Online Exhibition Dates: November 1, 2016 to January 31, 2017
Submission Deadline: October 1, 2016
Selected Artists Will Have Their Work Featured In The
Winter 2016 Issue of Still Point Arts Quarterly

It's Not Easy Being Green
It's not easy being green.
~ Kermit the Frog, Muppet
Online Exhibition Dates: February 1, 2017 to April 30, 2017
Submission Deadline: January 2, 2017
Selected Artists Will Have Their Work Featured In The
Spring 2017 Issue of Still Point Arts Quarterly
Nancy Teague, Tickled Pink. from Earth,
Water, Fire, Air: Our World in Abstract
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Gallery Artists

stillpointartgallery.com

Every Gallery exhibition presents the opportunity to honor a small number of artists. Our
current Gallery Artists are listed below. Please take a few moments to visit our website and
view the work of these amazing individuals.

Shoshanna

Ahart,

painter,

Germany



Bob

Avakian,

photographer,

Massachusetts  Bobby Baker, photographer, New Hampshire  Pat Benincasa,
mixed media artist, Minnesota  Sabine Blodorn, painter, Gold Coast, Australia


Eldred Boze, photographer, West Virginia



John Brooks, photographer,

Great Britain  Nina Clayton, mixed media artist, New York  Bob Craig, mixed
media artist, Vancouver, Canada



Dara Daniel, painter, California

Patrice



Drago, mixed media artist, Maryland  Gay Freeborn, painter, Maine  Songho
Haam, mixed media artist, Michigan



Marilyn Henrion, mixed media artist,

New York City  Gail Higginbotham, painter, Maryland  Pat Hinchliffe, digital
artist, Great Britain



Sue Anne Hoyt, painter, Alabama

photographer, New York













Yukari Nakamichi, mixed media artist, Japan


mixed media artist, Massachusetts








Marcie Scudder, mixed media artist,


Debra Small,

Jeffrey Stoner, photographer, Tennessee

Teague, painter, Nebraska



WarmSun, painter, California

Karla Van Vliet, painter, Vermont


Louise



Lidia Kenig Scher,

Karen Shulman, photographer, Florida

photographer, California



Natalie Reilly, painter,

Tatiana Roulin, painter, Massachusetts

Massachusetts

Cary Loving, mixed

Carol L. Myers, mixed media

Parms, photographer and digital artist, New York
California



Michael Page Miller, photographer, New York



Bethany Rachelle Moreau, painter, Georgia
artist, Michigan

Loretta



Ryu-Hee Kim, mixed media artist,

Katarzyna Lappin, painter, California

media artist, Virginia

Andrew Ilachinski,

Carrie Jacobson, photographer, Virginia

Kaufman, mixed media artist, Tennessee
Pennsylvania







Nancy

Carolyn

Michael Washburn, photographer, New York
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FEATURE

WRITING AGAIN
LEAH VAN VAERENEWYCK
I effectively stopped writing. A pang of guilt would prompt me to return to one of several unfinished drafts and
tinker with some sentences, change the tense of the piece and then change it back, submit an old, poorly written
story to five journals at once so I could say “yes” when my writer friends asked: “Are you submitting?”

I

wrote a story once about a woman who

had been beautiful in her youth, but as she
aged, an incurable, disfiguring disease

cost her the love of her life and kept her shut up
alone in her city apartment where she relied on
delivery services to subsist. She was, of course,
a writer, who was forced to confront her artistic
condition when an unfamiliar delivery boy
surprised her with the smallest kindness during
their exchange. The story was in some ways
a metaphor for the ivory-tower writer, who in
her isolation is doomed to tell the same stories
through different characters. It is also a story
about bravery, one where the reader is left with
the suspicion that this encounter might prompt
the character to venture outside to face the
world.
As an attractive student in my early twenties,
this situation lived exclusively in the world of
imagination. Rare diseases made good movies,
and as it turned out, made good fiction, too.

“The Lady of North Babylon” received a secondplace fiction award in a nationally acclaimed
Eugene de Blaas, An Interesting Story.

college journal. This was my first achievement
as a writer, and the joy and validation I felt were
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enough to carry me through a Master of Fine

that I deserved the selfless love he gave so

Arts program, where I learned that I don’t have

freely. We had just bought our first house, and

the discipline it takes to be a “real” writer; that

the world looked so beautiful before us. I had

I am in many ways like my ivory-tower character,

in my life the prince I denied the Lady of North

always telling a tale of a young woman feeling

Babylon, and we could not be happier. The fall

trapped by her circumstances, angry and

of my first semester as a doctoral student was

determined not to be hemmed in by the choices

filled with hectic days teaching as an adjunct,

of those who gave her life. I bored myself.

late night classes, and long commutes that

I effectively stopped writing. A pang of guilt

meant I sometimes crawled into bed shortly

would prompt me to return to one of several

after midnight with an alarm set for 5:30 the

unfinished drafts and tinker with some sentences,

next morning. When the cold came to knock

change the tense of the piece and then change

the brilliant leaves from our trees, it also came

it back, submit an old, poorly written story to

into our charming 1925 ranch that was poorly

five journals at once so I could say “yes” when

insulated, drafty, and at times devastatingly

my writer friends asked: “Are you submitting?”

cold. When I was home, I was in bed, reading,

On rare occasions, I would even rescue a few

studying, grading, lesson planning. Oil prices

neglected characters from their suspended

were very high, so we kept the heat low and

animation, moving them forward a paragraph

wore hats and mittens.

or two on their trajectories. At times the writing

I felt myself getting sick and weak. There

soared, my creative mind would crack open

was a day in mid-November when walking to

and words would pour onto the once deserted

the shower took more strength than I had. I

pages. But most of the time the writing was

canceled my research appointments and classes

stilted, forced, and discouraging. When I moved

for the day. Lifting my arms to brush my hair

into a doctoral program with the intention to

felt like an Olympic event. I could no longer

study the role of story in human development

reach behind my back to clasp or unclasp my

and its uses in the education system, my belief

bra. My leg buckled and nearly collapsed when

in the human need for storytelling deepened,

I lunged to roll a ball down the bowling alley.

while the intellectualization of the craft left my

My longtime power yoga practice, which had

creative muscles badly atrophied.

been praised by many instructors as “beautiful,”

I was at that time thirty-one, newly engaged
to Jeff, the man who had broken me free from

became impossible. I couldn’t support myself in
an Up Dog, never mind a Wheel or Side Crow.

the circumstances of my parents’ fiercely cruel

I blamed myself for spending too much time

marriage by showing me I could be kind, and

in bed. I was paying the price for hibernation. I

Leah M. Van Vaerenewyck is a writer, researcher, and adjunct English faculty at Emmanuel
College and Lesley University. She earned an M.F.A. from Lesley in 2012 and is in pursuit of a Ph.D. in
Education. Her creative work has appeared in Mason’s Road, SipsCard, Bridge, and Literary Brushstrokes.
Her flash fiction received a finalist award from Glimmer Train, and she is the recipient of Harvard Medical
School’s Community Service Award in honor of her work with PEN New England’s Freedom to Write
Committee. She lives with her husband and dog on a small, rural road with a big garden.
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Leah Van Vaerenewyck

needed to get out and hike. So I did. Jeff and I

with makeup. I developed serious anxiety about

took our dog for walks through the snowy woods,

going in public, especially during daylight. I

and I smiled and took photos and delighted in

would wear sunglasses on the train to hide part

the joy of a one-year-old pup adopted from

of my face and avoid looking people in the eye.

Tennessee bounding through snow and chasing

I quit teaching and found a full-time job with

birds. But my boots were so heavy and small

good benefits. I waited months to see my new

hills felt like mountains. I was embarrassed to be

primary care physician, and during that time the

so out of shape. I was a gymnast in high school,

list of symptoms grew longer. I started losing

a 5K runner, and yoga fanatic in my twenties. I

chunks of hair in the shower, I had open sores

could outswim every man I had ever challenged.

on my shins, the skin around my nail beds had

I could do handstands and cartwheels and tear

blood blisters and was raw to the touch. I had red

up linoleum flooring. I could carry armoires by

bumps covering the backside of my hands and

myself. I was notorious for making people feel

my hips had itchy, scaly red skin that could not

my bicep muscle when I’d had too much to drink.

be soothed. Blisters would boil up on my chest

But on those hikes my legs would cramp and I’d

when it was exposed to the sun, and any type

fold at the waist when Jeff wasn’t looking, trying

of artificial lighting gave me a terrible headache

to catch my breath. Even my lungs surrendered

and sense of disorientation. When I finally saw

before they could manage a deep, full pull of air.

the doctor in late February, she ordered more

When I developed blisters on both sides of

blood tests than I knew existed. She tested me

my nose by the corners of my eyes, I knew this

for every STD in the book, and discussed the

was not my fault. Something serious was going

possibility of Lupus with me. When I went home

on. The primary care doctor who I had seen

that night, I thought Dear God, let this just be

since I was an undergrad moved home to Egypt

syphilis.

the summer before, and as an adjunct without

When the labs came back, I met with the doctor

health insurance, I couldn’t get another one. I

again, and she referred me to a rheumatologist,

went to an emergency care center where the

because the blood work showed markers of Lupus.

doctor on duty declared the blisters were a

But when I saw the rheumatologist, he said the

complication of undiagnosed Rosacea, and she

lack of organ involvement typical of Lupus made

prescribed a cream that I could not afford — two

him disagree with my primary’s assessment. He

hundred and fifty dollars without insurance. I

inspected my skin, performed a strength test,

read up on Rosacea online and tried to avoid all

and drew more blood for tests that could confirm

the triggers: wine, spicy food, hot weather, cold

his suspected diagnosis: Dermatomyositis. He

weather, hot water, cold water, dairy products,

called his colleague in to look at the purplish

and red meats. The joy of life drained away with

hue of my eyelids, the skin around my nail beds.

my energy. My face grew so red that servers at

He pointed to the scaly red patches of skin on

restaurants would ask if I was hot and should

my elbows and had me look up into the light to

they see if management could turn down the

display the fine capillaries showing on my cheeks.

heat for me. Bank tellers asked if I had taken too

They seemed to be excited. They were smiling

much sun, but that was just how I looked. I tried

and nodding in agreement, as if I was a great

in vain to cover the red, blistery, and flaky skin

discovery they were proud of making. I asked the
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Writing Again

doctor to say the name of the condition again.

people who aren’t good looking. My identity was

Dermatomyositis, he repeated. He wrote it down

wrapped up in being attractive and physically

for me, but told me nothing about the disease.

fit. I was no longer either of those things, and I

He prescribed antimalarial medication for me to

probably never will be again.

begin taking immediately. No one is sure why it

As I write this, I am on Marco Island in Florida,

works for these inflammatory myopathies, but

over twelve hundred miles from my home city

they work, he explained. He told me to wear

of Boston. I am here at the Literacy Researcher

sunscreen with a 50 SPF or higher at all times

Conference to present with my colleagues our

and avoid the sun at all costs. I should have my

research. I am holed up in my ninth-floor hotel

car windows tinted, he explained, and look into

room, looking at the white sand beach and

companies that sell SPF clothing.

calm crystal blue water through the sliding glass

I sat in the parking lot outside the office and

doors to the balcony I cannot step foot on until

googled this condition that I could not pronounce.

after sunset. Expensive room service breakfast

I quickly discovered that the doctors were excited

is delivered to my room, because I don’t want

by my case because the condition is extremely

to spend the time slathering on three layers of

rare, affecting only about one in one hundred

makeup to hide the redness and scarring on my

thousand people. They quite possibly had

face in order to walk around the resort without

never seen a case of dermatomyositis since they

soliciting the attention of other guests. And I am

studied it in medical school. I read obsessively

angry when two people come to deliver the tray

on the condition that is often associated with

because I had only wanted to show my naked and

malignancies and high mortality rates. Those who

swollen face to one person. Later today, when I

do not experience cardiac events triggered by

make the half-mile walk to the conference site, I

the chronic inflammation that lead to death often

will wear long pants, a sweater with extra-long

become disabled due to muscle degeneration. I

sleeves to cover my hands, a scarf to protect the

cried furiously on the way home, and I thought

skin on my neck and an oversized hat.

Dear God, let this just be Lupus.

I feel the world closing itself to me: outdoor

But it wasn’t Lupus. I continued to grow

adventures requiring strength and energy,

weaker and my face grew more inflamed. When

social gatherings free of anxiety, the dream

I was a child, my father told me so often that I

of a sunny outdoor wedding ceremony where

was beautiful. And I believed it. I would stare at

I am Jeff’s beautiful bride, the possibility of

myself for hours in the mirror, and I went through

pregnancy which would require me to go off

a long stage where I thought anyone who didn’t

medications. I bore myself with self-pity. And

have features similar to mine was not attractive. I

then I think about the story of the Lady of North

had defined beauty by my own appearance until

Babylon. I forced her to see the kindness in the

I hit puberty when that notion was disrupted by

world and to go out into it to find the stories she

rapid weight gain. I had since gotten my weight

needs to tell. I gave her a remedy for creative

under control with fitness and diet, and I spent

atrophy that I now need so desperately in the

most of my life knowing I was attractive. I counted

wake of my own incurable, disfiguring disease.

my appearance as a blessing, and I was thankful

And she makes me believe even more deeply in

for it. I so often thought that life is harder for

the human need for storytelling.
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Danila Rumold
“My childhood in Evanston, Illinois, was filled with
opportunities to make art. With encouragement
from my parents, I studied painting at DePaul
University in Chicago, where I majored in painting
and Spanish. During my studies there I was
awarded a scholarship to study figure painting
at the Art Institute of Chicago, where I gained
intimate knowledge of their modern art collection
and really learned how to look at paintings. • My
parents are immigrants. My mother is from
Barranquilla, Colombia, and my father is from
Kiel, Germany. Over the years I have traveled
to both countries and have visited their worldclass museums. These experiences exposed me
to artists of my own heritage and expanded my
artistic influences. I lived in Bonn, Germany, for
six months in 1992, and in 1997 I spent three
months living with my extended family in Uruguay.
My aunt, also an artist, has a studio in her
backyard, and there we spent everyday making
Pod II, 2015. 9 x 12 inches (22.8 x 30.4 cm). Oil on linen over panel.
art. I also worked in a collective art studio where
discussions about art were commonplace, and it
was here that my love for pre-Columbian art came to fruition. In particular, I was interested in how fifteenthand sixteenth-century cultures used visual art to express theories of cosmology, world views, religion, and
philosophy as well as serving as mnemonic devices. These kinds of investigations have become a part of my
search for a contemporary visual language. • I returned to the U.S. in 1998 and enrolled in an M.F.A. program
in painting at the University of Washington in Seattle. That experience turned my concept of art upside down.
I began to empty narrative and embrace abstraction. The change was organic and occurred concurrently
with the beginning of my Buddhist practice. One day while walking and chanting I noticed the beautiful rhythm
of the shadows of trees on the sidewalk. So I started taking a roll of paper and ink with me on my walks and
began tracing the shadows while I chanted. Integrating breath with the movement of my body, I embraced
the essence of esho-funi, the principle of the oneness of body and environment. This principle remains at the
core of my work. • Currently I live in San Francisco and work out of my home studio as a full-time artist. I use
watercolor, gouache, ink, and oil for their ability to yield transparency and opacity. The mediums' viscosities,
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Form and Formlessness

The mediums'
viscosities,
which allow
for pooling,
swirling, and
dripping,
embrace
formlessness.
Co-Sleeping, 2015. 16 x 20 inches (40.6 x 50.8 cm). Oil on linen.

which allow for pooling, swirling, and dripping, embrace formlessness. When layered, the paint can be molded,
scraped, and scratched, building up density, texture, and form. By playing back and forth between form and
formlessness I am bringing attention to the nature of impermanence. • My work is exhibited at Gallery IMA in
Seattle, Washington; SFMOMA Artists Gallery in San Francisco; and Kala Art Institute in Berkeley, California.”

— Danila Rumold
Danila Rumold lives in San Francisco, California
danilarumold.com
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Danila Rumold

Dayspring, 2010. 11 x 11 inches (27.9 x 27.9 cm). Ink and gouache on Arches 300lb CP on panel.
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Mire, 2010. 11 x 11 inches (27.9 x 27.9 cm). Ink and gouache on Arches 300lb CP on panel.
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Shattered, 2012. 10 x 8 inches (25.4 x 20.3 cm). Ink and gouache on Twinrocker.

Danila Rumold

Winter Script, 2010. 22 x 22 inches (55.8 x 55.8 cm). Oil on canvas over panel.
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Grey Matter, 2010. 22 x 22 inches (55.8 x 55.8 cm). Oil on canvas over panel.
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Form and Formless, 2015. 18 x 12 inches (45.7 x 30.4 cm). Oil on linen over panel.

COLUMN
Looking Through

the

Spiritual Eye

G od -in-Love , Part i
Peter Azrak

F

waterfall or an eternal spring.

best

us, and our ability then to reach out to others,

describes the state associated with

to be compassionate, to be caring and loving

or

me

the

Love pours out of itself like a

word

euphoria

falling-in-love (yes, one word). When

naturally flows through and out of us. This love

we tell the world, “I just found the love of my

is like a waterfall, following nature’s call to be on

life,” we are convinced of the power of being-

the move, always flowing, always pouring out its

in-love. Whether sixteen or sixty-three falling-in-

sweetness and grace.

love and being-in-love are assumed to be the

Think of a mother with her newborn child. The

pinnacle. From there on in, they say, it's all down

mother does not need to summon up love in

hill. Sad to say our society glorifies this state and

order to respond to her child's needs. The act of

yet cynically proclaims its demise: “She's in love.

co-creating, of birthing, is an act of love that puts

She'll wake up someday and realize it's all been

mothers into the very heart of God’s outpouring

a dream.”

love. Being within God’s love, a mother is not

Yet given its enduring and captivating nature,

self-conscious in her response to her child. She

being-in-love is something so divine that we

responds quite naturally and intuitively. Love is

sometimes miss its importance. I find myself

activated within her; she has found her place

asking: “If this state of euphoria is so elevating,

within God, and love now flows from her.

is it possible it shows us something about God?
Does it offer us a glimpse of the intricate way

We must change our way of relating to God.

love operates even if being-in-love seems so

Typically we relate to God by performing

carefree? Is it possible that falling-in-love is the

righteous acts in order to gain a special place in

way of learning that God is in(side) love? Is it

God’s heart. This kind of behavior is much like

possible that falling-in-love is a manifestation

trying to please our parents to win favors and

of God?” And so the idea of “God-in-love” was

become the favorite child. Trying to please God

born out of a need to make sense of the allure

by being responsible and good will inevitably

of falling-in-love.

leave us blind to how effortlessly love can pour
out of us. In order to genuinely manifest God-in-

Falling - in - love

is how we come to know

God.

love, we must change our way of relating to God.

I've come to understand that falling-in-love is

Rather than bargaining we must develop an inner

how we come to know God: when we are in

attitude of opening ourselves to love. We must

love, we are inside God. Love is activated within

shift away from demonstrating our worthiness
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and instead just drop down into ourselves, which

have been tricked. Our pursuit, however, if we are

then invites contact with God-in-love. Indeed, an

to honor God-in-love, is to resurrect a connection

acceptance of who we are is the starting place.

with that intense love. This is not by repeatedly

Through this process of acceptance, we stop

falling in and out of love but by stepping into the

trying to win love and instead simply embrace all

essence of love: the purest sense of love, the kind

we happen to be, and we ever so slowly sink into

that flows through us and out to the world.

the softness of God's Being.
Love by its very definition is self-giving. Love

The key is to accept ourselves.

pours out of itself like a waterfall or an eternal

The key is to accept ourselves, accept who we

spring. This is particularly true when we are able

are. By doing so we are in-love from the inside.

to step out of the way and allow the heart to just

No longer an infatuation of wild imaginings,

give of itself quite naturally. When genuine love

this love is an expression of God-in-love, and

pours freely, we do not have to think about how

what comes through is an energy that heals the

to show our love. Love flows like water down a

deepest wounds of despair, cynicism, judgment,

cliff or air through the trees.

betrayal, inertia, and most powerfully, apathy.
Love's power is self evident with no need to

We experience the so - called honeymoon period.

proclaim it. It simply acts out of itself, softening

When we fall-in-love and experience the so-

the ground on which it lands.

called honeymoon period, love pours from us

As the former equation for obtaining love

with abundance and generosity. This doesn’t

is abandoned, the not-knowing of humility

happen necessarily in an effort to win someone

emerges. Slowly it is humility that permits

over but from the fact that love is activated within

our hearts to open. In other words, with the

us so intensely that we find ourselves feeling

awareness that we don't “have it all together”

and acting in ways so unfamiliar that it makes

and “the path” is unknown, we seek a deeper

us wonder if indeed we have fallen for God.

involvement with God-in-love.

In this perfect state of bliss the high reflects a

The opening of the heart becomes the avenue

revolution in our way of viewing ourselves and

for love to pour out. And yet, Inayat Khan tells

the world. Yes, our world view changes when we

us: “God breaks the heart again and again and

are in love.

again until it stays open.” It leaves us wondering:
“What then does it truly mean to open our

We drop from the heights of this blissful state.

hearts?”



Yet when we drop from the heights of this blissful
state, which we know happens, we assume we

“God-in-Love (Part II)” will address this question.

Peter Azrak is a psychotherapist, teacher, writer, and photographer. Originally a painter — a
struggling painter — he discovered freedom in the art of photography. He lives in New York City.
• photographsbypeterazrak.com
• photographsbypeterazrak.com/183355/blog-inner-attention
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Drawn I nto It
Tim Keane

Once, at a writer's retreat in France, I used writer's
block as an excuse to do an ink sketch of my
expansive room in a converted manor house. The
draft was not half bad. In its lively rendition of
the space that I lived in, it summarized my French

D

“

retreat in a perpetual present tense, far better than
a daily diary might have.
raw,

do

Antonio, Draw, and
not

waste

time.”

to do it, summoned to do it, and even assigned

So

to do it: required drawing, like required reading.

Michelangelo is purported to

Eventually, though, we “non-artists” stop

have implored his lackadaisical artist friend

sketching at some point in our development

and studio assistant, Antonio Mini, in 1524.

and education, usually before the onset of

The exhortation may sound strange to our

adolescence. “Just forget it,” we tell ourselves,

modern ears. Draw? For what? As in drawing

“I can't really draw, anyway.” After many sessions

pictures for the simple sake of it? Fine,

as a child absorbed in illustrating a

as artist-to-artist advice — but

world, real or imagined, outlining

what can it mean for me — or

and

for those of us who are not

dragging

those

lead

tips of sharpened pencils

professional artists?

against fine white paper,

My late uncle, Robert

we

gradually

leave

Corless, an artist, drew

the art behind, as if it

all the time. Portraits

were a toy. Perhaps

of him by his artist

this happens because

friends

language increasingly

frequently

depict him in the act

names and describes

of drawing. Once, he

our world, making the

drew a portrait of me.

work of recreating it in

Yet he has been gone from
my life for so long that I can
hardly think back to when, as a

pictures seem superfluous,
Tim Keane, 2015.

child, when I best knew him, I had actually

supplementary, and ultimately
unnecessary.
The loss of drawing as a central daily

believed that such an activity as drawing

activity touches all of us, and no one questions

might reasonably be what a grown-up would

its demise. In kindergarten, everyone was

do with his life.

handed pencils and crayons and the practice

Drawing is an activity that once came so

continued into the early grades of primary

easily to us all. As children we were encouraged

school. Yet few high schools or colleges
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require anyone to take a studio art class. While

the visual feasts of Sunday comics, magazine

successful artists and musicians push for arts

illustrations, and political cartoons and, now

funding in schools, the pedagogues and

and then, copied them. The rare times I have

politicians I hear do not lament the decline in

gone back to the practice of pure drawing, as I

Americans' ability to draw pictures. The very

did for while in my mid-twenties, I had to push

complaint would seem at odds with a high-

past an impression that I was literally wasting

tech world in which functionality is so narrowly

my time. It is naive, I told myself, frivolous,

defined that we can hardly question to what

childish, and worse, unproductive. I should be

ends we study or we work. Drawing? It's ancient

writing, or getting certified for a cutting-edge

history. Or, there's an app for that.

post-millennial career. I should be competing

We are taught to spell and form words, to

with China and India for advanced math and

compose sentences, and sentences normalize,

science skills. I should be selling state-of-the-

or, we might argue, distort, our relationship to

art real estate or engineering digital gadgets or

time as a purely linear phenomenon. Words lend

be holed up in a chemistry lab fabricating life-

tenses to reality; words historicize, conjugating

extending pills.

our experience into past, present, future, while

These

self-denunciations

about

the

drawing, well, it is an imaginary suspension

seeming idleness of drawing did not stop

of a moment in time, an illusionary craft, a

me from buying sketch pads now and then,

sentimental monumentalizing compared to the

clandestinely, as an adult. Entombed in a

pragmatic and successive delineations achieved

dreary graduate school in upstate New York

in writing, and by words.

in my early twenties, I took up drawing to

By drawing, I don't mean doodling. Doodling,

postpone the banality of my writing projects:

of course, happens well into adulthood, creation

some editorial report on manuscripts or a

disguised as distraction, like the expression of a

by-the-numbers seminar paper on Melville

subconscious desire to get back to the drawing

or a critique of a miserable Cheever-esque

we had long stopped doing. How many times

short story assigned for a fiction workshop.

have we as adults picked up a crayon beside

Instead, I drew. Back in New York City and

a child at some get-together and improvised

pressured to, as the phrase goes, get a life, I

with the child, awkwardly pretending, as we

started teaching and writing. Writing I could

outline and color, that we find this as natural

do. It was quantifiable, at least. I published

and liberating as the child does? And we learn

theater reviews and third-rate journalism and

to patronize that act, to condense to it even as

then moved on to passable poetry and even

we dabble in it.

a few accomplished short stories. By writing,

While I “got with the program” and began

I started to be a professional. I published. I

to stop drawing before my teens, I still enjoyed

gave readings. Even though I harbored a

Tim Keane is an award-winning poet, fiction writer, and essayist. He is the author of Alphabets of Elsewhere
(Cinnamon Press). His writing on art has appeared in Modern Painters, The London Magazine, Utne Reader, Vision (China),
and Hyperallergic Weekend. He teaches writing and modernism at Borough of Manhattan Community College in New
York City.
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desire to apply to the New York Academy for

in the first place, drawn. This unit in this apartment

Art to major in drawing, I kept it to myself. I

building in which I write was, firstly, in the 1920s,

could predict the incredulity. “In the middle of

drawn by a hopeful architect. This seven-year

a recession? You want to pay to go to drawing

old Mac mini on which I write was likely sketched

school?”

out decades ago, in crude but crucial stages

For me drawing has always seeped back

on graph paper in an exhausted engineer's

into my consciousness as an art that doubles

apartment outside San Jose or Seattle. The list

as a kind of radical rejection of respectability.

of imagined objects and constructed spaces that

It seemed to me a creative uselessness

were drawn before being constructed is too long

somehow

foundational

for words. Notwithstanding

uncontrollability

the lamentations I hear from

to

the

of

human

desire

and

professionals in engineering

human thought, at once

and architecture schools

evocative and anarchical

about how students no

and idealizing. In contrast

longer

to the time-stamps set by

the computer, I can see,

the written word, drawing

once again, how drawing

captures

underpins much of what

a

timeless

simultaneity.
Once,

draw

without

gets created.

at

a

writer's

Even

beyond
of

these

retreat in France, I used

examples

writer's block as an excuse

and

blueprints

to do an ink sketch of

for itself and by itself

my expansive room in a

seems psychologically and

diagrams,

drawing

converted manor house.

physically

The draft was not half bad.

vitality. What other human

productive

of

In its lively rendition of

undertaking demands so

the space that I lived in,

much of the body and

it summarized my French

so

hauntingly

captures

retreat

an

ephemeral

moment

in

a

perpetual

present tense, far better

Tim Keane, 1993.

than a daily diary might
have.

that

few

other

media

can handle? It's arduous.
Drawing involves a simultaneous responsibility

Now, years later, I am finally disabusing

to physical surroundings and internal states, an

myself of this absurd indoctrination against

ability to gauge proportions and shapes and

drawing. Neither unproductive nor frivolous,

lines without any manmade instrumentation.

drawing seems to me to be perhaps the most

It has to be accomplished while managing to

multidimensional and critical endeavor there is.

synchronize seer and seen, vision and object,

For the sake of the national GDP, I'll even call it

and it demands the draughtsman automatically

one of the most productive. Every made thing is,

guide the appropriate movement of head, hand,
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Tim Keane, 1994.

fingers, and picture plane. And the doer must

His deep rooted struggles were, to my child's

maintain a detached patience within a furious

eyes, invisible whenever I saw my uncle on

motion. No wonder we quit drawing. It almost

holidays and special occasions. Usually, when

makes calculus, tennis, and violin-playing seem

I saw him, he was smiling — or drawing. Or

easy by comparison.

urging us to draw.
In getting around to this long overdue

Besides my own repressed talent for drawing

archiving of his remaining and often damaged
or frail or fading artworks, I have had time to

and my navigation of these misguided cultural

study his many drawings intently as I store

norms about practicality and careerism, the

them, scan them, attempt to date them and

recent renaissance in my appreciation of

even occasionally give them tentative titles.

drawing also has family ties. Over the last two

He painted and drew portraiture and still life,

years, I have been archiving the art of my late

while branching out into both abstract or

uncle. To his friends, many of whom are still

fantastic imagery, like the ink drawing of an

alive, he remains known by his surname alone:

oversized mouse with an undersized human

Corless. My uncle was a gifted artist who had

head. He also drew neo-realistic domestic

the good fortune of working alongside, or

scenes, like the portrait of a young woman in a

within, the famous, though unofficial New York

peasant blouse and skirt seated pensively on a

School of painters and poets who dominated

small couch in an expansive artist's loft. Some

the downtown Manhattan scene in the 1960s.

drawings are done in colored markers, in bold

His blessings of “right time” and “right place”

and quick decisive strokes, as if the markings

were equal to his personal misfortunes. After

unleash a kinetic energy in the still life, like his

a decadeslong battle with addiction, he died

series on a riotous bouquet of flowers, while

an untimely death short of his fortieth birthday.

other drawings, like the simple yet detailed,
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Robert Corless, Portrait of Tim Keane, August, 1973.

close-up sketch of a door and doorknob, are

Basquiat.

rendered in meticulous, fine-grained, hesitant

differences in their emotional tenors, chosen

Notwithstanding

the

enormous

lineation that suggest hours upon hours of

subjects, various media and compositional

focused labor.

styles, my informal, impromptu study of the

At the same time as I have surveyed my uncle's

history of drawing deepens my respect for what

art, I have been looking at various drawings by

had for years seemed some vestigial activity

his peers, a loose group of figurative painters

from childhood, something distracted adults do

who, in the early 1960s, found neither a home in

to kill time, a preliminary trifle made before the

Abstract Expressionism nor the ascendant Pop

“useful” task of executing a painting, crafting a

Art movements. And from there, I expanded my

fashion line, constructing a sculpture, building a

research into drawings by figures like Masaccio

suspension bridge.

and Millet to Ben Shahn and Jean-Michel
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Now I see. There is something quintessentially

Drawn Into It

creative about it. In its libidinous transformation

generous parents allowed me even during meals,

of ordinary experience and in its demanding

like I was some toddler-dignitary. The depiction

execution, its delicate intricacies and manual

of the chair and its thick backing reminds me

rigor, its covert calculation and its subtle

of the stickiness of its leather surface, especially

envisioning, drawing is starting to seem to me a

in summer. The spaces between my feet, the

distillation of all art's values. The cave drawings

cool metal legs of the chair, and the wood

of Chauvet and Lascaux in France suggest

floor remind me what a distance it was, when

drawing is as old as the wheel, a tool both

I was small, between the ground and whatever

imaginative and practical, like Leonardo da

I wanted to ascend. The curlicue brackets of

Vinci's helicopters or Van Gogh's letter sketches

the table legs trace the middle-class decor that

that illustrate and also mystically transform the

disguised financial struggles.

landscapes he describes in his letters to his
brother Theo.

And there is who I am in the drawing, the
being I think myself to be at that stage in my

Looking at a drawn portrait of myself which

life. I'm seated, yet not quite so settled. I am

my uncle made exactly forty years ago this

in control yet my authority is provisional. I am

month, when I was about six-and-a-half years

casually positioned though more by fatigue

old, I am reminded of the palpable aura that

than by choice. The asymmetrical leaves of my

drawing sustains by its very content and of what

mother's potted plant rise from one side of the

photography's

documentation

frame while the angular solidity of the window

misses when it comes to reanimating the

sill dominates another corner. The electric fan

transparent

physical textures of our past. The maker and

in the background seems to supervise. The

the made emerge in drawings with a force

fan's blades are so painstakingly depicted by

the camera cannot replicate. Though wrinkled

my uncle's figurations that they remind me

from poor storage and discolored by sunlight,

of how that same rotating fan, moved near

Robert Corless, Portrait of Tim Keane [detail], August, 1973.

and originally drawn so lightly by my uncle

my bed at night, whirred back and forth, an

that only digital imaging could make its details

infinite repetition, futilely blowing warm air

fully surface, the drawing communicates the

in my dark room, the fan as defeated by the

circumstances of my life in August of 1973

summertime heat as I was in my bed, staring

more convincingly than any photo I have ever

at it. Those denim jeans cut into shorts that I

seen, and more precisely than any childhood

am wearing are drawn so precisely I can feel

memories I can access.

again what they felt like on my hips. I hated

In the drawing, I am not yet seven years old

their coarseness. I resented their cost-effective

and seated alone at the head of the family dining

practicality. They doubled as bathing trunks

table in our Bronx apartment, a prestige my

when we would go up the street, pass through
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the outlying wild edges of Pelham Bay Park,

trappings my other uncles and aunts were

and go down to the small cove near the Long

encumbered by, like homes, cars, kids, and

Island Sound. Those shorts' pockets collected

spouses. He even seemed beyond the reaches

sand after I swam ashore. My uncle's drawing

of school or money or jobs. And this drawing's

of the pencil is the picture’s most talismanic

virtuosity speaks to his classical discipline that

and self-reflexive detail. Almost completely

lurked beneath his carefree bohemian life in

vertical in my hand, that pencil is perhaps the

early 1970s Manhattan.

central subject of the portrait. My hand works

Backstory has a way of interfering with seeing

the pencil uncertainly. I can almost see in my

a picture simply for what it is. The drawing now

profiled face an unperturbed mixture of hope

also seems an endangered relic from a talented

and resignation that I was getting it right. I look

man's life of missed opportunity, a creative

guilelessly heroic. The drawing suspends the

life undermined by addictions that slowed

rich loneliness of dog days. It evokes that last

him down, compromised his relationships,

grab at creative freedom before the programs

and slowly killed him. And even the recently

of school would start again.

unearthed and undeniably

A not quite lost weekend.

romantic

history

about

I am at one with my own

my uncle's initial artistic

work-in-progress.

coming-of-age lurks over

Any drawing is partially

this portrait of me and

a self-portrait in which the

shoves aside the intimate

maker magically inhabits

magic of a single summer

objects and people he

afternoon

is not. Though I do not

his

remember

accomplished cat burglar

my

uncle

drawing me as I sat there,
my younger sister recalls

Tim Keane, 1995.

sustained

drawing.

A

by

highly

and an unreformed heroin
addict by his late teens, my

my uncle once minding us for a whole weekend

uncle served a couple of prison terms soon after

when my parents were out of town. I figure that

he graduated high school. In one such stint,

is when he made it. Yet what was he thinking

in art classes, his ability drew the immediate

of me when he drew me? Was it my curious

admiration and then long-term patronage of

insistence on “getting it right” signaled by my

seasoned, well-connected painters who were

body language as I sat and drew?

also gifted teachers, like Elaine de Kooning,

Reexamining this drawing, I try to recall who

the portraitist and wife of the famous painter

my uncle was to me when I was six and a half

Willem de Kooning, and Sherman Drexler,

years old as opposed to now, decades later, in

a figure painter and an iconoclastic public

my role as his unofficial executor.

intellectual. Armed with a range of carpentry

Back then he was a heroic, carefree, creative

skills that helped pay the rent, my uncle left

spirit, a well-dressed, tall, well-built man in

rehab and moved to the Lower East Side in 1961.

cable-knit sweaters and corduroy trousers and

He was soon immersed in the tempestuous

Italian loafers unattached to the middle-class

art scene of that transitional period, when
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Abstract Expressionism was fading and Pop

eternally up at the artist, or the viewer, as his

Art was beginning to dominate.

canine head rests softly on the small corner

And it seems that from the start, my uncle

table with the elaborately carved legs and

worked hard at odd jobs in order, basically,

almost surrealistically star-shaped top. It turns

to have time to draw. That is, he labored at

out my uncle built that table on which our dog

excruciatingly physical jobs to earn the time and

rested his head.

space to do what our own childhoods allowed
us with almost no interference — draw.

Uneven though his output was, my uncle had
a productive fifteen years as a serious artist.

A recent gallery catalog that featured one

Unable to outrun his demons after the heady

of my uncle's drawings — a self-portrait in

days of his twenties had passed, he died of a

collage — informs me in his bio note that

drug overdose a week after Christmas, 1978, six

the AbEx master, Franz Kline, deemed the

months shy of his fortieth birthday.

studio renovations my uncle did for him “Zen

In the two or three years after his death, I

plumbing.” And by the tender age of twenty-

recall rummaging through his boxes of art

one, he was already showing his art, mainly

supplies: the innumerable different brushes

drawings and small paintings on paper, in

and pens and pencils; the various pads of

the best downtown and midtown galleries,

variously textured drawing paper, some of their

while assisting leading sculptors of the period

pages lined with half-finished sketches and

like Herbert Ferber and Robert Mallory. He

visionary traces of flower vases, nude women,

constructed a bedroom unit for the art world

studio interiors, sleeping animals, and dream

power broker, Henry Geldzahler, one of

imagery.

Warhol's most important curators. In return,

And in accounting for all this, I cannot help but

Geldzahler supplied my uncle with quality

feel a drawing might do him more justice than

drawing paper from the Metropolitan Museum

my words. After all, these words are only the

of Art. Painter Yvonne Jacquette recalls a

journalistic likenesses of the man, my pseudo-

hauntingly beautiful sketch of an artichoke

drawings made of words for an informal public

that my uncle gave her and her husband, Rudy

record of an otherwise unknown artist.

Burckhardt. Along the way I discovered his

Yet I draw on his drawing of me, literally.

drawing of a young woman, her arms over her

Looking more closely at his 1973 portrait of

head in a dancer's pose, in a back issue of

me, these intellectual reductions of his life to

Provincetown Review. In its thick yet sensitive
crosshatchings done to depict the woman's
musculature and motion, the drawing seems
the work of a mid-career master rather than
that of a twenty-one-year-old. And even my
uncle's mesmerizing portrait of our family
dog, who was a golden retriever and husky
mix, which hangs on our family wall, unleashes
depths from its details that no words could
match. The dog's deep, peaceful eyes gaze

words soon dissipate. In viewing the elegant
lines of his handiwork, I can envisage him on a
chair not far from me, drawing this very picture.
I see his brown hair, his Roman nose, his pipe
with its smoldering tobacco, his legs crossed,
one knee supporting the pad of paper, his light
eyes looking up and looking down, a gaze as
possessed as a mystic, as proactive as a land
surveyor. The fan was probably too noisy for
me to hear his pencil moving on the pad. His
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own mother — my grandmother — who lived

it would one day, almost forty years to the

with us, would probably be coming in and out

date, come into my hands at my desk, now

of the room as he and I sat in that midday heat

located here in the East Village, a few yards

where both of us drew. My grandmother would

from where he too once lived. Way back then

be asking us were we hungry, had I washed

my uncle perhaps sensed that this drawing

my hands, were we almost finished? Her voice

could make for a future reflection just like this:

would be tinged with the lilting and dogged

a chance to think through what art-making is

accent of her home turf near Sligo in western

for, staring into shaded depths of time and

Ireland. An immigrant homemaker, a mother

the outlined correlations that charcoal lines

four times over, a working widow, and now a

instigate but never resolve. The portrait of

grandmother, she was too

me is a postcard of sorts

busy to draw. Yet maybe

from his troubled life, as if,

she could have, given the

on some deeper level, he

time

circumstances;

intuited he might not live

maybe she could have even

long enough to draw me

surpassed her gifted son.

in my adult years. As if I

and

If I keep this responsiveness

would always be six and a

to his drawing going, I can

half as the drawing has me,

even

into

sustains me, much like to

thinking that what my uncle

me he remains the working

saw in me as I sat at the

artist in the prime of his

table and drew was a sort

life, seated in a summer

of amateur mirror version

afternoon, and drawing me

of the full-time labor he was

with a technique worthy of

doing every day in his studio

Perugino and Bellini.

flatter

myself

in that mysterious place

It

is

admittedly

a

lot

adults in my neighborhood

to hang on one drawing.

called downtown.

But these conclusions fit

And as I try to imagine
what object or space or
face I had been sketching

present reality too well to
Tim Keane, 2015.

on that August afternoon on which he drew me,
I have no clue. Drawing a blank, of course, is

be dismissed as ipso facto
wishful thinking.

Questions never end. Like was I really drawing
as I sat there? Pencils have many purposes.

no excuse for failing to think through a mental

If I am honest, all along words have mattered

gap. Whatever it was, the picture is long gone.

as much to me as drawing. Thinking back to

Maybe I drew to compete with him. Had I been

how, at a young age, I wrote bizarre tales in

drawing him? Maybe I gave my drawing to him.

response to plotlines in certain Sunday comics,

A swap. A sign of mutual respect.

or alternative histories to countries I read about

I am consoled that his drawing of me is

in illustrated encyclopedias, then maybe my

truly mine. Perhaps he made it knowing that

six-and-a-half-year-old self might have been at
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that table holding the pencil and writing, not
drawing, as my uncle drew me seated, focused
on paper in front of me. This revisionist theory
works nicely here, too. My uncle, I am told by
his friends, liked words; he was a voracious
reader who carried around well-thumbed
paperbacks of classic novels. Dostoevsky, I
am told, was a particular favorite author. And
Dostoevsky, of course, more than any novelist
I can think of, drew characters with words
and left indelibly complex impressions of his
characters' bodies and faces and gestures, with
as much economical exactitude and detailing
as the subjects Rembrandt drew and painted
in his incomparably intricate, unforgiving
portraits. No small wonder, too, that my artistuncle liked words. After all he was friends with
well-known poets like Frank O'Hara and Edwin
Denby. I inherited editions of his favorite books.
Kafka's Diaries. John Ashbery's Three Poems.
A book on the Hopi language. Rimbaud's A
Season in Hell. E. Wallis Budge's lavish editions
of The Egyptian Book of the Dead, filled with
row upon rows of images — birds, crosses,
eyes, feathers — that doubled as letters in an

Tim Keane, 1994.

ancient alphabet as visual as it was epical and
theological.
I

have

learned

literature. These would be topics of common
that

the

written

word

ground.

captivated the painter perhaps as much as

It is worth speculating that, if I was, in fact,

drawing now fascinates me. I am told by my

writing while seated there in August of 1973, the

uncle's friends that when he was not drawing, he

creative act of word-making caught my uncle's

was reading and marking up the books he read

interest. Drawing a nephew turning into a writer

with assorted notes. Doodles of another kind.

before the uncle's eyes?

What would he think of the recently published
drawings by Samuel Beckett on the margins

The secret ambition for words that the painter
had harbored for himself?

of the Irish author's manuscript pages? Or the

So maybe it was writing, then, the child's

recently translated Thousand Times Broken,

pursuit, that made him want to draw me. Why

by Henri Michaux, which mixes his poems with

not? For then that would become the very

drawings by Roberto Matta in a pictorial-textual

reason I wrote this.



convergence almost unparalleled in Western
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Carolyn WarmSun
C arolyn W arm S un

grew up in a rural southern Indiana town. As the daughter of parents
who married during the Great Depression, WarmSun was led to firmly believe in an education that
would result in a good, stable job affording economic independence. Although she scored highest in
art, music, and literature on the job interest test in high school, any such ideas were discouraged.
WarmSun pursued a bachelor’s degree in psychology, a master’s degree in social work, and spent
most of her working life in the field of mental health. • When retirement loomed, WarmSun began
taking watercolor classes in the evening at a local high school, which she continued doing once she
retired. One day in her favorite used book store, she pulled out Maxine Masterfield’s Painting the Spirit
of Nature; this key to painting the essence rather than the representation of nature was precisely
what she’d been searching for. In February of 2010, WarmSun spent four days with Masterfield in
Florida and came home more transformed than she even realized. A year after that, WarmSun spent
a week in a workshop with Katherine Chang Liu, whose expertise is in assessing an artist’s painting
personality and helping them become more themselves such that their personality and their painting is
“one breath” — another transformative event. Two years later another week with Liu helped solidify the
path. • Since then WarmSun has painted alone in her studio at home in the hills of Oakland, California.
With Masterfield's help, she has made up for her lack of formal art education by reading, especially in
the areas of composition and design, philosophy of art, art and spirituality, and art history. This work
has been facilitated by her attendance at seminars with Jeremy Morgan, who, like Liu, helps artists
become more themselves and understand the connection between art and human consciousness and
spirit. • Carolyn’s work has been exhibited in numerous shows around the country and online. Her work
has also been published and, most recently, was chosen for the cover of a book by poet Christine Horner,
Stranger in the House.

“My father always said there was some Cherokee in his background, someone who was part of the
group of Cherokee that refused to walk to Oklahoma, fleeing instead into the Smoky Mountains. He was
quite proud of that, but when I was a child it was not something one spoke about. Being raised with this
information and my father’s love of Native American lore has influenced my life and art, from the reading
of Native American philosophy and spirituality, to the study of petroglyphs and rock art, to the choice of
my last name. • Knowledge of psychology, the natural world, and Native American writings that reflect a
deep connection between the two, has led me to explore Spirit and the relationship of nature and human
consciousness in my work. It shows in the rich textures, multiple layers, robust colors, and elements
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Spirit of Nature, Nature of Spirit
I now paint what
I remember,
think about,
feel, or just what
comes from my
hands to the
brush to the
canvas.

Ocean Fire. Acrylic.

of mystery and history. I started by painting what I saw as I learned the
basics. With the help of great teachers, I now paint what I remember,
think about, feel, or just what comes from my hands to the brush to the
canvas. I experiment and learn constantly. It is a remarkable journey.
One I wish to share.”

— Carolyn WarmSun
Carolyn WarmSun lives in Oakland, California
warmsunart.com

Paintings on the following pages, in order: Quiescent; Arch; Blue Rain;
Eventide; Fire Dancer; Drifter; Transition; (top) Cycles and Tide; (bottom
left) Taste of Papaya; (bottom right) Trees, Roots; En Pointe. Acrylic.
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M eeting H enry
Nancy Schrock

I know that life is a type of journey, and what I learned from my
conversations with Henry is to slow down and enjoy the process of getting
there, especially with good food, good company, and a sense of humor.

Truth and reality are capable, perhaps, of

reasons. But through my journey I met Henry.

exceeding the power of fiction. — Henry

We didn’t greet one another with a handshake

Fielding, Journal of a Voyage to Lisbon

or a hug, but we met nonetheless on that plane

S

of intangible fabric that connects the threads of

Henry ’s grave, I

our lives with the lives of others across time and

realized where I’d met him. Our meeting

space. The existence of this fabric was real to

was not at all what I expected. I thought

me one Lisbon summer when I met Henry, and

tanding

near

he would be hard to find; but he found me. The

coincidences of the last few days began to
make sense as I stood at his graveside,
shaded by palm and cypress trees.
Loud bougainvillea and oleander

he made the first introductions.
He found me in the Newark International
Airport. Maybe he knew I could use his
humor, so he didn’t wait for Lisbon.
After two flights, one through

hung about silent headstones

storms that nearly derailed my

in a cemetery enclosed by

entire schedule, I found myself

towering walls that muffled the

stalled in Newark. I considered

disquiet of urban life. Warm

the

and tired from climbing the

time and the long night ahead

streets of Lisbon, I sat down on

while I sat at the gate along

the seat-high base of his tomb,
then jumped off feeling guilty
of impropriety. Henry would have
made a witty remark. By all accounts

post-midnight

departure

with a hundred or more other
people. Hundreds of miles from
home and thousands of miles from
my destination, I knew my options were

he was the life of any party. I imagined what he

limited. I was at the mercy of the airline and its

might have thought about the irony of his being

timetable. Confident that the airline would not

in a location that is unseen and unheard.

be feeding me any time soon, I ate some fast

I didn’t cross an ocean to rendezvous with

food and drank iced tea to delay the inevitable

a strange man. I came to Lisbon for other

fatigue. I envied passengers with business class
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tickets. They would be imbibing and selecting

drew gallons of fluid from his abdomen.

from dinner menus before those of us in coach

He felt he would not survive another

class found our seats. Tired and bored, I pulled

winter in England, so he traveled to a

out the copy I had printed of Journal of a Voyage

warmer climate. He settled on Lisbon,

to Lisbon by Henry Fielding, and that’s when

a center of commerce for the British

Henry found me — and I him. Henry began

and

speaking to me, and he continued speaking to

his wife and eldest daughter, he left

me over the course of the next few days. Henry

home in June of 1754 and boarded a

Portuguese.

Accompanied

by

Fielding, playwright, author of Tom Jones among

vessel to take him to Lisbon. Henry

many other works, and dead for over 250 years,

described being hauled on and off the

commiserated with me in my travel delays. I felt

ship, enduring ridicule from the crew as

as though Henry sat down next to me and began

he boarded, and being confined to his

offering me his humorous observations on travel.

cabin. By keeping a journal of his voyage
he hoped to create one last work to

There are many evils in society from

improve his family’s finances. Like Henry,

which people of the highest rank are

I was also traveling to Lisbon in June,

so entirely exempt, that they have not

but 257 years later. Voyage carried his

the least knowledge or idea of them;

voice across the centuries and provided

nor indeed of the characters which are

me with entertainment and a feeling of

formed by them. Such, for instance,

empathy from a fellow traveler.

is the conveyance of goods and
passengers from one place to another.

One of Henry’s first comments was that
the goods transported appeared to be more

I found no humor in my situation, but Henry

important than the passengers, partly because

saw humor in traveling, even when circumstances

the transporter was making more money from

were difficult for him.

carrying goods than from carrying people. For

Hence it appears that the humor of traveling

me as a passenger on a commercial airline, I

is as old as the human race, and that it was their

agreed more with his second observation, which

curse from the beginning.

summed up my situation exactly. He now had
my full attention.

Henry knew in the summer of 1754 that
he was a dying man. He was incapable

Secondly, from this conveyance arises

of walking, and doctors periodically

a new kind of relation, or rather of

Nancy Schrock lives in Pensacola, Florida, and teaches organic chemistry and STEM writing
classes at the University of West Florida. In 2012, she earned an M.A. in English from UWF and received
the Laurie O’Brien award for graduate poetry. Previous publications have appeared in technical
journals, Ruminate Magazine, IAM Magazine, and Troubadour. She authored a chapter in a recently
published book entitled Cultures of Copyright, edited by Danielle DeVoss. She has a Ph.D. in chemistry
from the University of Illinois and a B.A. in chemistry from Southern Illinois University.
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subjection, in the society, by which the

another, he is obliged to perform his

passenger becomes bound in allegiance

agreement, if God permit, but all the

to his conveyer. This allegiance is indeed

intermediate time you are absolutely

only temporary and local, but the most

under his government; he carries you

absolute during its continuance of any

how he will, when he will, and whither

known in Great Britain, and, to say truth,

he will, provided it be not much out of

scarce consistent with the liberties of a

the road; you have nothing to eat or to

free people.

drink, but what, and when, and where
he pleases . . . indeed, if you can sleep

Too true, Henry! As soon as I booked my

in his vehicle he cannot prevent it; nay,

tickets, I became “bound in allegiance” to

indeed, to give him his due, this he is

the airline. Any schedule changes would be

ordinarily disposed to encourage.

considered a threat to its profit margin and
an offense warranting financial punishment. I

He read my mind. I had wondered how soon we

was its captive. As Henry continued, his words

would be served a meal and if I would be able to

reminded me of my modern arrogance. I

sleep on the plane. Since I was sitting at the gate

thought society had progressed, but some

in the middle of other passengers, I tried to keep

things haven’t changed in 250 years.

from laughing out loud, which caused my eyes to
water. I was in tears when he noted that our plight

Thirdly, this subjection is absolute,

as travelers was given special consideration.

and consists of a perfect resignation
both of body and soul to the disposal

[Travelers] are recommended to the

of another; after which resignation,

prayers of all Christian congregations;

during a certain time, his subject

and (which I have often thought very

retains no more power over his own

remarkable) where they are joined

will than an Asiatic slave, or an English

with other miserable wretches, such

wife, by the laws of both countries,

as women in labor, people in sickness,

and by the customs of one of them.

infants just born, prisoners and captives.

His gift for hyperbole made me laugh, yet

At a later date, I looked in The Book of

he had a good point. I knew my options were

Common Prayer and confirmed that travelers

limited, and I was better off waiting the situation

are still grouped with other “miserable wretches”

out, knowing that the airline had to get me to

in The Prayers of the People, Form I: “For those

the destination I paid for. Henry agreed.

who travel on land, on water, or in the air” is
followed closely by “For the aged and infirm, for

In two particulars only his [the conveyor’s]

the widowed and orphans, and for the sick and

power is defective; he cannot press

the suffering, let us pray to the Lord.”

you into his service, and if you enter

Next, Henry drew a comical picture of his

yourself at one place, on condition of

pretentious, nearly deaf captain of the ship and

being discharged at a certain time at

his frustration with the captain's delays.
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He had been the captain of a privateer,

several weeks because of unfavorable winds,

which he chose to call being in the

took me less than twenty-four hours even with

king’s service, and thence derived a

thunderstorms. So some things have improved

right of hoisting the military ornament

in 250 years.

of a cockade over the button of his
hat. He likewise wore a sword of no
ordinary length by his side, with which

Days

he swaggered in his cabin, among

conversation.

later, I returned to Voyage and our
Henry

described

buying

a

the wretches his passengers, whom

particularly delectable fish that he called a “John

he had stowed in cupboards on

Doree” while his ship waited in southern England

each side. He was a person of a very

for favorable winds. I had never heard of a John

singular character. He had taken it

Doree fish, nor could I recall ever tasting one.

into his head that he was a gentleman,

A Google search revealed that the “John Dory”

from those very reasons that proved

fish is not native to North America but is found in

he was not one; and to show himself

waters around Europe, Africa, and Asia.

a fine gentleman, by a behavior which
seemed to insinuate he had never

The wind being less boisterous than

seen one . . . while he was deaf himself,

it had hitherto been since our arrival

had a voice capable of deafening all

here, several fishing-boats, which the

others.

tempestuous weather yesterday had
prevented from working, came on

Henry

would

amazed

board us with fish. This was so fresh,

to know that I was going to travel

so good in kind, and so very cheap,

thousands

that we supplied ourselves in great

of

have
miles

been
on

a

vessel

captained by someone whom I would

numbers, among which were very

never meet and possibly never see.

large soles at fourpence a pair, and

And I imagined that he would have

whitings of almost a preposterous

found it believable and even humorous

size at ninepence a score. The only

to learn that this segregation is for the

fish which bore any price was a john

safety of both captain and passengers.

doree, as it is called. I bought one
of at least four pounds weight for as

I had been chuckling to myself and wiping

many shillings. It resembles a turbot in

watering eyes for some time, so before my

shape, but exceeds it in firmness and

behavior could call into question my mental state,

flavor. The price had the appearance

I put Voyage down and Henry’s conversation

of being considerable when opposed

on hold. I was keeping my own journal of my

to the extraordinary cheapness of

trip to Lisbon, and my meeting Henry had to be

others of value, but was, in truth, so

recorded. Eventually, sometime after midnight,

very reasonable when estimated by its

the flight to Lisbon left Newark, and I arrived

goodness.

safely the following day. A trip that took Henry
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Based on Henry’s recommendation, I made a

been timely. Naturally I ordered it and was

note to self to try John Dory fish if I ever saw it

not disappointed. The fish was indeed white,

on a menu.

tender, and tasty. Henry knew something

The following evening I surveyed the limited
menu at the hotel bistro and was stunned
to find that one of the few entrees was John
Dory

fish.

Henry’s

recommendation
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had

about good eating, and I thanked him for the
recommendation.
One Sunday morning, I decided to visit Henry in
the English Cemetery. I had read on the internet

Meeting Henry

that the cemetery was near the Basilica da Estrela,

stones, I tried to piece together some insight

so I set out on foot, climbing and winding my way

into this community. Glimpses into lives began

through the narrow cobblestone streets flanked

to emerge from the engravings. Names on the

by colorful stucco buildings until I reached the

stones were British and Portuguese — side-by-

top of one of the city’s seven hills where the

side in death as in life. As the gravel crunched

Basilica da Estrela is situated. Across the street

beneath my feet, my awareness of the muffled

from the Basilica are the Estrela Gardens, and I

traffic noises of Lisbon was replaced with a silent

mistakenly thought that the English Cemetery

cacophony of voices from the stones.

was in the Estrela Gardens. I hunted for over an
hour for the cemetery. I asked two police officers

In Loving Memory of the Son

and a couple of security guards, and they had

Who died 4th of February 1906

no idea where the English Cemetery was located,

Aged fifteen minutes

although I’m not sure they understood my

Thy will be done.

question. Frustrated and hot, I thought, “Henry,
if you want me to find you, then you’ll have to

Friendship was her genius

help me find the cemetery.” I eventually gave up

Her sympathy all embracing

and decided to do more careful research on the

The world poorer for her passing.

internet regarding the exact location. I left the
garden through the gate that I had entered. Back

Having by an extensive commerce

on the city street, I noticed to my left a high wall

conducted with good sense and regularity

with a nearly hidden building behind it, and the

acquired a most ample fortune in this city.

thought occurred to me that I should investigate
what was behind the wall. I had searched around

In Loving Memory of Mummy

the other streets surrounding the garden and not

Thank you for the abandon of your giving

found the cemetery, but I had not gone in the

For seeing in the dark

direction from which I entered. I walked down

For making life worth living.

the Rua Sao Jorge, and after half a block, I came
across a large open gate with a sign reading,
“British Cemetery.” Thanking Henry for his help, I

Flying Officer
Royal Canadian Air Force, Aged 22.

stepped through the gate.
The city of Lisbon faded as I entered a garden

The Lord gives and the Lord takes away.

where I was suddenly greeted by the dead.
Tombstones crowded together along gravel

Henry Fielding's tomb was easy to find. It was

paths and surrounded me as I moved inside.

one of the largest in the cemetery, and a sign

Old, faded, and streaked with black mildew and

along the main path directed his seekers. Erected

green lichen, the stones were set among myrtle

decades after his death, the tomb had a massive

bushes, pink and white oleander, and brilliantly

base with Latin engravings along the sides and a

hued bougainvillea. Overhead, palms provided

large sarcophagus-shaped top. As I stood staring

shade and helped to isolate the garden from

at this tribute in stone, I knew where I had met

the chaos of the city. Wandering among the

Henry. I had met him in the pages of his writing
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far more clearly and personally than I would find

with which I have scattered my several

him in this cemetery. Standing there looking at

remarks through this voyage, sufficiently

his grave, I committed to finish reading Journal

satisfied in having finished my life, as I

of a Voyage to Lisbon and to read Tom Jones. I

have probably lost it, in the service of my

suspected that he had more to say.

country, from the best of motives, though

At 11:30 I attended the Anglican Sunday

it should be attended with the worst of

Service at St. George’s Church, which is located

success. Means are always in our power;

in the middle of the cemetery. I also decided to

ends are very seldom so.

attend coffee hour after the service and discover
something of the makeup of the congregation

In his last paragraph of Journal of a Voyage

and the history of the grounds. In a series of

to Lisbon, he describes his arrival and first

friendly conversations, I learned that the majority

evening. For a man unable to walk, being

were British citizens who had various reasons

carried through the streets of Lisbon must have

for coming to Lisbon. During one conversation

been a chore for all involved.

I explained the difficulty I had in finding the

About seven in the evening I got into a chaise

church because of how it is blocked from the

on shore, and was driven through the nastiest

street by the wall. I was told that when the

city in the world, though at the same time

Anglicans were finally given permission to build

one of the most populous, to a kind of coffee-

a church in Lisbon, it had to be neither seen nor

house, which is very pleasantly situated on the

heard from the street. The builders had certainly

brow of a hill, about a mile from the city, and

met that restriction. As I left the cemetery, I took

hath a very fine prospect of the river Tajo from

one more opportunity to appreciate the serenity,

Lisbon to the sea. Here we regaled ourselves

so I glanced around again at the bougainvillea,

with a good supper, for which we were as well

oleander, and palms. And then, I noticed a sign

charged as if the bill had been made on the

at the entrance that I hadn’t seen when I entered:

Bath-road, between Newbury and London.

We Regret No Artificial Flowers in the Cemetery.
I wondered what Henry would say if his tomb

I had hoped to find a café overlooking the

were decorated with plastic flowers.

river and eat as Henry had eaten 257 years

My time in Lisbon was too short. I spent many

earlier. Although I had many occasions to

hours wandering the steep and winding streets,

view the city and the river from high atop

mentally photographing buildings and flowers.

hills, I did not have a meal in a setting like

I enjoyed my stay, but I imagine that Henry

he described. The next time I return to

Fielding would not have said the same. He died

Lisbon, I’ll find such a café, and I wonder

less than three months after his arrival. He knew

what Henry will have to say.

all along that he could not control when he
met his death, but he maintained that he could
control how he dealt with his situation.

On my trip back to the U.S., I experienced the
usual thorough passport and customs checks
on both sides of the Atlantic. As I waited to

I cannot pass on without throwing forth

get through a very long U.S. Customs line in

an observation or two, with the same view

Newark, I remembered what Henry had to say
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of the ordeal that the ship he traveled on went

ridiculous in affectations, particularly in vanity and

through to satisfy Portuguese Customs. I had

hypocrisy. Since he would not have to look far to

no idea that the laws of import and export 250

find a good bit of both in contemporary society,

years ago were similar to our laws today. Henry’s

some things remain the same. I know that life is

ship was detained for many hours after arrival in

a type of journey, and what I learned from my

the port. A health inspector boarded the ship,

conversations with Henry is to slow down and

and passengers were not allowed to disembark,

enjoy the process of getting there, especially with

nor could anyone come aboard.

good food, good company, and a sense of humor.
I thank you, Henry, for providing me with your

Here we were saluted with a gun, which

insight, and now I will allow you to have the last

was a signal to pass no farther till we

word.

had complied with certain ceremonies
which the laws of this country require

Therefore, in the words of Horace,

to be observed by all ships which

— hic Finis chartaeque viaeque.

arrive in this port. We were obliged
then to cast anchor, and expect the
arrival of the officers of the customs,

E pilogue

without whose passport no ship must

S orry, Henry, but I have to add one more note.

proceed farther than this place.

After drafting this essay, I wrote a fictional
story that takes place in the British Cemetery.

Many hours passed before Henry was

At one point in the story, the cemetery

allowed to enter Lisbon. My wait in

gatekeeper says, “I don’t look among the

the U.S. Customs line in Newark lasted

dead for the living.” I paraphrased Scripture

perhaps an hour. For me, travel hassles

because the epitaphs brought the dead to

were relatively short-lived. I may have

life. A couple months later I came across a

found tedious the long day I spent

book by Martin C. Battestin entitled Henry

getting to Lisbon, but for Henry, the

Fielding: A Life. Battestin details what is

trip took weeks, and he never returned

known of Henry’s life, but the section of most

home. As I reflected on the positive

interest to me was his description of the time

changes in travel in the last 250 years, I

Henry spent in Lisbon and his death. When I

wondered what we traded expediency

read the description of the eulogy, I received

for.

another

Most

modern

travelers

don’t

surprise

of

coincidence

around

appreciate or contemplate the journey

meeting Henry. John Henley delivered the

as much as Henry did. We hurry to arrive

eulogy on November 3, 1754, and he based it

somewhere and hurry to leave. We aren’t

on Luke 20:38: “For He is not the God of the

keen observers of the process of travel.

dead, but of the living; for all live unto Him.”
This is the verse I had based the fictional

Henry says in Joseph Andrews that “life

story on two months earlier. One more thread

everywhere furnishes an accurate observer with

connected us across space and time — and I

the ridiculous” and that he found sources of the

hope it’s not the last.
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COLUMN
Light Box Shaman

Portal
Vincent Louis Carrella
The photograph to the left, titled Looking at Art, is by Christopher Woods, a writer, teacher, and photographer who lives in Houston and
Chappell Hill, Texas. Woods submitted this image in response to a call for artwork to be used by Vincent Louis Carrella as prompts for this
column. The practice of using art to inspire writing has been around for a very long time, especially in the realm of writing poetry. Jan
Greenberg, author and collaborator on many nonfiction and biographical books about contemporary artists as well as two ekphrastic
poetry collections, has said, “What the poet [or writer] sees in art and puts into words can transform an image . . . extending what is often
an immediate response into something more lasting and reflective.” This is the first of several such columns that Carrella intends to write
in response to images submitted by our readers.

You left Florence the next morning to make your dates in Madrid. The painter
never answered any of your letters and three years later he was dead. The painting,

R

you had heard, sold quickly to a private collector for an unthinkable sum.
emember when your arms moved

He ran his fingers lightly over your back in

with such grace? Remember when he

long, feathery brushstrokes. He traced your

held you like that? He held you like a

outlines. Your thighs, when they were vases.

guitar constructed for just one song by an old

Your arms, when they were swans. He would

Spanish master builder who hummed it over and

paint you in the mornings when the light that

over as he sat at his workbench in the candlelight,

fell through the parlor window was perfect for

willing the thin sheet of spruce to absorb that

only three turns of the glass and then he would

which he held for so long within him and saved,

pull you through the streets of Florence by the

for just one woman, a woman he never met

hand. Shop windows and piazzas. The silent

despite his heart's insistence she was out there,

cappuccinos. The sound of your shoes on the

perhaps sitting at her own lathe or loom.

cobblestones. The Arno like a vast slick of ice.

Vincent Louis Carrella is a writer, photographer, and author of the novel Serpent Box. He
lives in northern California with two daughters, two cats, and just a hint of a New York accent. Follow
him on Instagram@serpentbox.
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Hours standing before the David, him shushing you, pressing a crimson-stained
finger to your mouth. Silencio. Look, he'd tell you, look. Talking is for the wicked
and the dead. Close your eyes and see.
The whole of the adventure was marked by wordlessness. But there was sound.
Speech was strictly forbidden, listening compulsory. Sometimes he led you
blindfolded, to places he'd brought you before, and you had to guess. So you
became familiar with the dialects of pigeons and the rhythm of certain brooms.
There are signatures in the raspy coughs of the elderly and every cafe sings its
own ceramic rhapsody of silver and glass. You became enlightened to a world
beyond eyes. The painter showed you.
He was so old, it seemed to you at the time. His hands too rough for a flower
such as yourself, for the girl that you were then. It was sound that brought us
together, he told you, the vibrations of strings, the resonance of air in a hollow
body made of wood. And you did this. Your playing. He used the word beguiled.
A woman must become acquainted with the mysteries she embodies, he said.
The spell you cast has consequences. By the time I'm finished with the painting,
you will understand.
He led you, panting, up miles of spiral stairs to the tops of towers where you
would look out at the rooftops, listening to the wings of ravens and the soft
breathing of the wind beneath the bells. He fed you soups that were tonics. He
placed forks in your mouth that held delicacies of offal and charcuterie. He shared
with you the secrets of wine. His bed sheets were bone white beneath the glow of
the moon, and he moved over you like an ocean wave in the monochrome night.
Those were the olfactory parts of the journey that still come back to you when
you smell leather or turpentine. Your dreams in his bed were astounding epics
of color and light that you would never again experience, and you'd wake to the
sound of distant teakettles and the electronic chirping of hunting swallows. The
artist, standing in silhouette before the open window. Your guitar, in the first light,
by his side, leaning like a painted nude against the wall. Albéniz's Leyenda, the
haunting melody that drew him in, still hanging in the air, note for note, the ghostly
flamenco of Andalucía calling the dance that you knew would begin again when
the shadows moved and the walls changed color and he bid you sit again for him
in that dress made of clouds.
The dress. He told you his wife was wearing it on the day he first set his eyes upon
her. How strange that it fit you. How strange you fell in love with it too, even after
he told you it was haunted by her, Francesca, who died in labor, and with her his
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woman-child too, and even knowing this you could not take it off. How could you?
That bewitching cyanic dress that held you floating in the sky.
Remember your shoulders when they were strong? You could play for hours
then. How your fingers moved like paper wasps across the strings. I will paint for
you a memory, he said. You will see nothing but a glimpse of what you were; but
you will hear everything. Hold the guitar the way you wish to be held and dream.
Ten minutes the glass measured. Twenty-thousand grains of sand. The light
held for three turns and you were to remain still as a wading bird for sixtythousand grains to fall. And in that time of the falling you heard the whisper of his
brush on the canvas and his measured breaths and you watched the light of the
window flash in his eyes when he turned his face up to look at you. You, posing
and imposing, anticipating the sound of the zipper and rustle of taffeta that was
coming, as he would pull it off slowly so as not to tear it, and then the drum of
your feet on the steps as you left again for wherever he would take you.
The labyrinth of alleys, the secret courtyards where he pressed your back against
the wall and made you listen to life, falling like rain from the open windows above,
voices, Italian, Victrolas, Enrico Caruso, the laughter of children, the clatter of
cookware, the bickering of husbands and wives. How many days were there like
this? It felt like a hundred. It felt like only two.
When the portrait was finished he returned the ethereal dress to the trunk.
There was a dinner on the Piazza Santa Maria Novella and you knew it was your
last meal because he asked you to bring the guitar but not to play it. He couldn't
bear to hear you play anymore, he said. You left Florence the next morning to
make your dates in Madrid. The painter never answered any of your letters and
three years later he was dead. The painting, you had heard, sold quickly to a
private collector for an unthinkable sum. Meanwhile you married a man who
never touched you the way he did though he gave you a good son before the
nerve disease rendered you a prisoner in your own body. You never played the
Leyenda again.
You never again held a cup or a spoon. They pushed you around the kaleidoscopic
world in a ridiculous rolling chair and spoke to you like a child with a hearing
problem, little knowing that no sound ever escaped you. You could hear the
termites in the walls. They took you out once a week to concerts and zoos and
every so often to the art museum where, if you were lucky, they might forget about
you for ten minutes or more before a painting through which you might enter the
welcome arms of death.
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Debra Small
D ebra Small received a bachelor’s degree in biology
in 1978 from the University of California, Riverside.
After working as a scientist for the state of California for
over ten years she left state service to home school and
raise her three children. Afterwards she returned fully
to her love of photography and earned an associate of
science degree in photography as well as a certificate
of achievement in photography from Sierra College
in Rocklin, California. • Small's photographic images
encompass many areas of the art form including
landscape, still life, portraiture, documentary, abstract,
and conceptual. Her imagery strives to extract the
beauty in even the simplest or mundane of objects
or settings. She shoots in digital as well as medium and large format film. She also has
been delving into the realm of alternative process photography, exploring practices such
as pinhole photography, cyanotype, salt printing, gum bichromate, ambrotype, tintype,
image transfer and platinum/palladium/gold split toned kallitype printing. These historic
and alternative processes allow her to slow down and more thoroughly investigate the
inner beauty and form of each image. • Her work has been exhibited in numerous juried
and non-juried exhibitions all across the country. • She has received a number of awards
including: Artistic Distinction Award, Light Is All exhibition, Stone Voices Magazine; Finalist,
International Fine Art Photography Award, Grand Prix de la Découverte; Honorable Mention,
2013 American Art Today: Figures exhibition, The Bascom, Highland, North Carolina; Best
Photograph, 2015 Still Point VII exhibition, Still Point Art Gallery; and Finalist, 2015 7th
Edition of The Julia Margaret Cameron Award for Women Photographers.
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The Rim Fire Aftermath

There
is an
austere
beauty
to these
images.
“The R im Fire Aftermath is a large fine art photography project documenting the aftermath of
the 2013 fire in the Stanislaus National Forest. This horrific fire, the third largest in California’s
history, decimated 402 square miles of forested environment. What remained in the aftermath
were stands of charcoal trees and scorched earth. There is an austere beauty to these images
and at the same time it is tragic to realize the vast devastation that was created by the hand
of a human. I have returned to the area numerous times, photographing right after the fire as
well as with winter snow blanketing the scorched forest. • The images are printed as platinum/
palladium/gold split toned Kallitype prints. This printing technique dates back to the late 1800s.
It is a ferric oxalate/silver nitrate process, toned with platinum/palladium and gold. This gives a
warm, black tonality to the mid-tones and highlights, and a rich blue black in the deep shadows
and blacks of the image. This type of alternative photographic process enhances the desolate
beauty in the images of the Rim Fire.”

— Debra Small
Debra Small lives in Sacramento, California.
debrasmallphotography.com • debrasmallphotography@gmail.com
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Graphite on Paper
Michael Onofrey
It was a weekday, and
the

neighborhood

at

that hour was quiet.
Lisa

could

hear

the

pencil’s tip moving on
the paper. Adding to
this was the way he was
looking at her, his eyes
going back and forth
between the paper and
her, which constituted
a special way of looking,
and in this affiliation
Lisa discovered that she
was “posing.” This had
a very special feel, for
he was treating her in a
special way and she was
responding to that.

Nils Dardel, Armenian Woman.
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S

he’s just outside of Sierra Vista in

Conservation Area, a forty-mile stretch along the

southeastern Arizona and she’s following

San Pedro River, just north of the Mexican border.

directions that he gave her over the phone,

He said it was a premier bird watching area,

directions that she wrote down. She’s glancing at

particularly if considering the neighboring Sky

those directions while driving. There’s no traffic

Islands, mountains that shoot up from out of the

and dwellings have thinned, which makes sense,

Sonoran and Chihuahuan Deserts. “Sky Islands,”

for his mobile home is on ten acres of land.

Lisa could remember that, a catchy term. The San

From the paved road that Lisa’s on, a dirt road

Fernando Valley end of this dramatic move Lisa

will put her in front of his singlewide, or so he said.

had been a part of, for she had handled the sale

Lisa’s looking for that unpaved road, or what he

of his house, a two-bedroom, stucco-sided house

termed, “a very long driveway.” He then added,

in the East Valley. But . . . there was more to it than

“It’s got gravel on it, which helps out when it rains.”
There’s supposed to be a mailbox at the junction:

simply a realtor-seller connection.
“I painted the mailbox green, so you’ll see it,”

paved road, mailbox, gravel driveway. “You can

he said, while also mentioning that on either side

kind of see the trailer from the mailbox, but it’s

of his property there were ten-acre lots that were

obscured by some bushes, creosote bushes.”

up for sale and uninhabited. Thus, Lisa guessed

Not only had his voice changed since he left

that he was somewhat isolated, “out there

Los Angeles, but so had his vocabulary, for he

alone” so to speak, and she wondered if she had

went on to name other bushes and some trees on

detected that in his voice as well — alone. Or was

his property. Even on the phone Lisa picked this

she projecting?

up — the voice and the vocabulary, voice scratchy

She turns left at a green mailbox, and the tires

and dry, vocabulary more precise to the extent

of her Chevy Cruze report a graveled surface. She

of tedious. But these changes weren’t really so

sees some dull green bushes that are big. Yes,

surprising after Lisa thought about them. He was

she sees a mobile home. It’s a nice day, maybe

living in the desert, a dry climate, which would

eighty degrees. Lisa has the windows in her

have affected his voice. And about vocabulary,

car down. She sees mountains in the not-far-off

he had already been into bird watching in Los

distance. He mentioned a view of the mountains.

Angeles, bird watching, et cetera, and et cetera

His singlewide was a resale. Someone had

meant trees, bushes, animals, reptiles, elevations,

lived in it before, but then that man died, and

and weather. It was the birding, etcetera, and a few

so his son and daughter wanted to sell the land

other things, like finances, that caused him to quit

and what came with it: singlewide, aluminum

the San Fernando Valley and move to southeastern

shed, dirt road with gravel, mailbox, electricity

Arizona, near the San Pedro Riparian National

and water in. A phone call would initiate propane

Michael Onofrey ’s stories have appeared in Alimentum, Cottonwood, Evansville Review,
Natural Bridge, Road to Nowhere, Other New Stories from the Southwest (University of New Mexico
Press), Terrain.org, Weber — The Contemporary West, William and Mary Review, and other fine places.
A novel, Bewilderment, is forthcoming from Tailwinds Press in 2017.
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gas delivered by truck. It was a ready-to-go

were like that in Los Angeles too, and now Lisa is

deal, and it was “as-is.” Ten acres — it was cheap.

reminded of those hands because her forearms

Albert couldn’t pass it up even though he had

are bare and she can feel his hands on her skin,

planned on a singlewide in a mobile home park.

and it is his hands that she remembers most

He dealt with a local realtor the entire time, son

vividly.

and daughter only showing up for some paper-

Bifocals are on his face, and there’s a horizontal

signing. Albert paid in cash, which meant a bank

line between prescriptions. Her face is the same,

check. When Lisa heard the price, she couldn’t

bifocals, but hers are the more expensive variety,

believe it. Albert had said, “Well, come on out

no horizontal line. She doesn’t know what to

and buy one of the neighboring lots. They’re

say, and she can tell that he doesn’t know what

cheap, too.”

to say, either. It’s September, and it’s four in the

But it had taken Lisa a year and a half to “come
on out,” and now, after an eight-hour-plus drive,
she parks her car next to a pickup truck. A little

afternoon, and there is still plenty of daylight.
“Well, come on in,” he says, and they let go of
each other’s forearms.

tired, perhaps nervous, and maybe even excited,

Inside, they naturally gravitate toward the

she raises the windows and turns the engine off.

kitchen/breakfast nook area after he suggests

But why nervous and excited? Albert Reece, sixty-

coffee. A counter separates the kitchen/breakfast

six years old, Lisa Perez, thirty-nine years old, but

nook from the living room. Lisa stands at the

there was history. And besides, numbers don’t

counter, watching him make coffee, Melitta cone

always dictate logic. Eight and a half hours driving

employed. She knows that he likes deep, rich

through mostly desert, the Mojave and then the

coffee, and it isn’t long before she can smell it.

Sonoran, and she’s been thinking about this much

All the windows are open. The air is dry and clean.

of the way: history, excitement, nervousness, age.

As she expected, furniture is spare. There is no

He’s emerging from the front door and comes

TV. There are bookshelves against the walls in

down a couple of steps. Lisa opens the door of

the living room. She knows that he knows that

her Chevy Cruze and swings her legs out.

she takes her coffee black, but he asks anyway.

They hug. But is it more than a nice hug, a

“Coffee black?” After she answers, he puts milk

friendly hug, a long-time-no-see hug? Why is

and sugar in one cup, and says, “Would you like

she thinking about this? She has these breasts,

to go outside? There’s a patio in back and a dry

and they are in a bra and under a solid-colored

garden.”

T-shirt, thick cotton, oxford brown in color, no

So they go out a backdoor that is to the left of

advertising. He’s in a gray sweatshirt, sleeves cut

the breakfast nook, and then they’re on a patio

off at mid-forearm. Her breasts are against that

that has an awning. Underfoot are pastel orange

sweatshirt. He is rangy, but Lisa suspects that

bricks, which Lisa notes because it’s her job as

he’s lost some weight.

a realtor to notice such things, which initiates:

They don’t hold the hug too long, but at the

Instead of a concrete slab, as is usual, there are

same time it’s not a truncated hug. They break

paste bricks that connote a Southwest ambiance.

the hug, but keep their hands on one another’s

Lisa’s wearing Keds, and the bricks have a

forearms as they look at each other. His hands

roughish texture that she can feel on the soles

are slightly calloused, and they’re dry, but they

of her shoes.
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For patio furniture there is a wooden table with

looking at the garden. He raises his cup and sips.

accompanying benches, pads on the benches

“This might be considered a ‘desert garden,’”

secured with twine. There’s also a patio lounge

he says. “These are desert plants, but there are

chair that’s made of wood and that has a couple of

no cacti. I like to look at cactuses in the desert,

wheels on it. A canvas-covered pad, faded green

but I don’t like to deal with them in a garden.”

in color, is on the lounge chair. All the furniture is

They sip their coffees.

in the shade of the awning. It’s a spacious patio

“Where’s the bathroom?”

because it’s not crowded with furniture or potted

Albert shifts around and indicates with a hand.

plants. Also, the pastel bricks extend out past the

“Through the door and to the right; there’s a

shade of the awning.
The “dry garden” is surrounded by cinderblock
walls, and it’s obvious that the walls shield the

small utility room with two doors, one door the
bedroom, the other the bathroom.”
Lisa goes into the trailer and finds the

garden and the patio from wind. The garden does

bathroom, which, like everything else she’s seen,

not encompass a tremendously large space, but

is uncluttered and clean. There are fresh towels.

it’s certainly adequate to project “garden” as well

She pees and returns to the patio, where she

as a sense of space, but of course arid domains

picks up her cup of coffee from the table and

always convey space. A hummingbird is at one

walks out onto the bricks that aren’t in the shade.

of the plants that has long limbs and little red

She sips her coffee, while looking at the garden.

flowers. The last couple of years in Los Angeles,

“It’s comfortable here,” she says. “It’s so quiet.”

Albert had gotten into “chaparral gardens” that

“It is,” Albert replies. “Often it’s warm, and of

naturally feature drought-resistant plants, and he

course sometimes hot. Even in the winter, it’s not

had made money from this by turning people’s

uncommon for it to warm up in the afternoon. I

water-thirsty yards into non-water-thirsty yards.

sometimes sit out here naked. It occurred to me

They sit down at the table, view the garden

that that was why the man who lived here before

before them like a still life, and Lisa thinks that

put this in, the walls and everything, warm and

Albert probably does drawings and watercolors,

private. But on second thought, I concluded that

and maybe pastels too, at the table while facing

he was trying to create a patch of suburbia.”

the garden. The cinderblock walls do not block

Lisa sips her coffee.

out a view of the mountains, for the mountains

“Do you want to do that now?” she says.

rise up in back of two of the walls to constitute

“Do what?”

background. And so, the mountains and the gray

“Get naked.”

walls and the dry garden and the patio taken

“Okay.”

altogether strike Lisa as well-conceived, but then

“Do you want to draw me?”

Albert, as if sensing her thoughts, corrects this.

“Sure.”

“For the most part, this was all here when I

She turns to face him, and she understands

moved in. But the garden area,” he says, while

that this was how it was during those four months

gesturing with a hand, “was a dried-out lawn,

in Los Angeles — the casualness, the freedom.

and there were rosebushes along the walls, but

They had met in February, a couple of odd days

all of it was dead and overgrown with weeds.”

of heat as can sometimes occur in southern

She looks at him. He has a long face, and he’s

California. Business was slow and Lisa was bored,
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so she decided to walk a certain neighborhood.

career, even though she understood the liability

She’d leave her business cards with whomever

aspect of those attributes. In addition, perhaps

might be home, Spanish on one side of the card,

“wanting and getting ahead” were also necessary

English on the other. She had sold a couple

in establishing a social position concordant with

of houses in that neighborhood before, and

an advancing “career.”

demographics were ripe for more sales. The

They went inside the house and he made coffee,

houses weren’t expensive, first-time buyers

Lisa standing in the doorway of the kitchen

moving in, people with established careers

watching, casualness assumed. They went to the

moving out. Affordability created turnover. She

living room with their coffees. Lisa sat on a sofa. He

was wearing a business skirt-suit, dark in color,

sat in an armchair. They talked about the weather,

and a pair of low black pumps.

and they talked about his yards, front and back,

He was up on a stepladder in the front yard

which were “chaparral gardens,” as he termed

replacing the fascia on the house, and he

them. Lisa said that that type of yard would be a

was wearing a pair of white pants and a gray

selling point, for water, plus sewer charge based

sweatshirt. She walked by him and stepped up

on water use, was expensive, current drought

onto the small front porch and rang the doorbell,

justifying such a policy. He had nodded as if to

which made him look down from the ladder and

acknowledge the point, but at the same time Lisa

say, “Yes?” And so she stepped away from the

noticed that he was looking at her in a certain

porch and said, “Is the homeowner home?”

way, and then he said, “Would you mind if I did a

“I’m the homeowner.”

sketch of you? You know, sitting on the couch. It’s

“Oh. Well, are you thinking of selling your

a hobby of mine.” He added, “Here, let me show

house?”

you.” He led her into what normally would have

“Yes, I am. In a couple of months.”

been a bedroom, but he had turned the room

“Well, I’m a realtor. Let me give you one of my

into a studio: worktable, couch, throw rug, coffee

cards.”

table, a couple of straight-back chairs, a full-

“Okay. Just let me put a couple of nails in here.”

length mirror on casters. He showed her some of

After he came down the ladder, he took the

his work as if to prove to her that he had a genuine

card from her and looked at it. “I’m going to have

hobby: graphite pencil drawings, colored pencil

a cup of coffee,” he said. “Would you like a cup?”

drawings, watercolors, and pastels. Some pieces

She said, “Okay,” and this was partly for business,

were collage-like. There was nudity in some of the

yet partly out of curiosity as well. He was soft-

work, but it didn’t seem that he was using those

spoken, and Lisa knew immediately, perhaps

pieces to suggest anything, for the quality of the

because of his age or maybe because of contrast,

work superseded cunning and agenda, and so did

vis-à-vis Lisa’s colleagues and acquaintances,

his casualness. Lisa would sit on the sofa in the

that his casualness said something about “not

living room with her cup of coffee, and he would

wanting,” as if he were no longer infatuated

do a sketch while sitting in the armchair. No, it

with “getting ahead.” It was an odd premonition,

wouldn’t take long. Fifteen minutes or so. “Okay.”

and yet she couldn’t help to think that he was

So they returned to the living room, and he

finished with those burdens and liabilities, which

brought a pencil and a sketchpad and a roll of

Lisa thought were necessary in developing a

masking tape with him, and after Lisa sat down
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and sipped her coffee and placed her one elbow

sexy, or maybe both. It was her, yet not her. And

on the over-stuffed arm of the sofa, he came over

perhaps more important, the watercolor showed

and stuck little pieces of masking tape on the

her something that she didn’t know, or maybe

arm of the sofa to indicate where her arm was

didn’t want to openly acknowledge.

so that she could move her arm and then bring it

Lisa said, “Why don’t you try another one?” For

back to the same position. It was the arm with the

on this second visit she had worn casual clothing,

hand that held her coffee cup, and it was when

so maybe his rendition of her would be different.

he was bent and carefully putting those little

They were in the studio. He said, “Okay. Would

pieces of tape on the arm of the sofa that she

you like a cup of coffee?” And then he added,

began to feel something that surprised her, and

“And maybe we could do it in here.” He indicated

which increased after he started drawing. It was

the studio, or “workroom” as he referred to it.

a weekday, and the neighborhood at that hour

“Sure,” she said. So the same scenario began,

was quiet. Lisa could hear the pencil’s tip moving

cups of coffee, pieces of masking tape, and then

on the paper. Adding to this was the way he was

drawing, but it was in the studio, a more casual,

looking at her, his eyes going back and forth

yet somehow intimate setting.

between the paper and her, which constituted a

It was warm, another warm day, gray mini-

special way of looking, and in this affiliation Lisa

blinds letting in angled light. She could hear the

discovered that she was “posing.” This had a very

pencil moving on the paper. Her view shifted to

special feel, for he was treating her in a special

the left and her eyes found the full-length mirror,

way and she was responding to that.

her reflection in the mirror. This added another

She said that she’d return the next day with a

dimension. She sipped her coffee and brought

list of recent sales in the neighborhood, and that

her arm back to the pieces of masking tape. It

she’d work up a home-value estimate. But he

wasn’t necessarily sudden, yet there was this

said, “Well, shouldn’t you wait until I’ve finished

sense of spontaneity as she said, “How about if

painting the house. Exterior and interior, that’s

I take off my clothes and you could do a nude

what I plan to do. I think the house will sell quicker

of me?” He said, “Okay. And I’ll take my clothes

if it’s looking good.” She agreed with this, but

off, too.” This, of course, threw the whole thing

said that she’d come back the next day anyway

into another realm, one that she hadn’t imagined.

with a list of recent sales, which, to a great extent,

She felt that she was in “freefall.” Cognizance, as

determine a property’s value. This would give

if habitual, took over, and it said: What was he

him an idea of what his house might sell for.

suggesting? She was about to say something,

“Okay,” he said, and then asked, “What time?”

for she felt that she needed to respond, but

“How about two in the afternoon?”

she didn’t know what to say. Fortunately, as if

“Fine.”

understanding her dilemma, he spoke up. “Just

But the next day wasn’t so much about recent

like this,” he said. “You sit there on the couch

sales as it was about Lisa looking at the watercolor

naked, and I sit over here at the worktable naked,

he had worked up from the sketch he had made

sketching.” She said, “Okay.” And so they stood

of her. He had employed a fracturing technique,

up and took off their clothes and she realized

which brought out her business attire and her

that this was interesting from a whole lot of

glasses in a certain way, exaggerated or perhaps

angles, for she found that she was interested in
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her own body as her clothes came off, and she

she felt his hand come to the underside of her

was also interested in his body as his clothes

breast.

came off, and with this there was the issue of

His hands have long fingers and his forearms

eye movement and looking, which was resolved

have raised veins, and he always keeps his

when she picked up her cup of coffee from off

fingernails trimmed and clean, and she wonders,

the coffee table and sat down and registered

as the two of them start taking their clothes off on

her arm where the pieces of masking tape were,

the patio, if he cleans his fingernails for her benefit

thus allowing her to see her image in the mirror

or if he always keeps his nails rounded and clean,

and then to look at him as he sat sketching, all

for he must get dirt under his nails because in L.A.

of which enabled both of them to look at one

he did work that would have soiled his hands and

another in a prolonged manner. They had kept

fingers: house painting and handyman work and

their glasses on, an academic nuance, as if they

chaparral gardens. And probably here in Arizona,

were studying one another.

too, he does work that would soil his hands and

At first she felt only like a body, and what she

fingers, but since he’s retired that work would be

saw in him was the same: a body. He had turned

of a personal nature: gardening, weed-clearing,

to a new page, and as he sketched the sound

improving his residence. They pile their clothes

of the pencil came to her ears. She sipped her

on one of the benches, and, yes, he has lost

coffee and started posing again, which was her

some weight, but so has she.

being aware of her posture and expression, a
form of showing herself. He was facing her, for

He says, “Maybe you’d like to stretch out on
the lounge chair in the sunshine.”

he was at the corner of the worktable, and he

She looks at the lounge chair and says, “Okay.”

was on a straight-back chair. Her eyes went

He wheels the lounge chair out from the shade

back and forth between her image in the mirror

and onto the sun-drenched bricks next to the dry

and him at the corner of the table. There was

garden. She sits down and stretches her legs out,

nothing not to see, and in this respect it all

and she feels the warmth of the sun.

seemed so objective, or maybe voyeur-like, and
she wondered if this was what he felt when he
drew people.

“I’ll be right back,” he says. “Do you want a
fresh cup of coffee?”
“Yes, if you’re having one.”

The two of them naked as opposed to only Lisa

He picks up the cups and goes into the trailer,

naked put them on a similar plane, and because

leaving her alone on the lounge chair in the

of this she felt that this gave her license to do as

sunshine. She already knows that things are the

she pleased. There were no bounds. She started

same as in Los Angeles, except now there is this

talking.

new element of being outside, which introduces

“Is it this room, or is it us, us naked, that has

a new aspect. The hummingbird is at a red flower,

created this... openness? This... What are you

but now it buzzes off, but another hummingbird,

feeling, Albert? What are you thinking?”

a different colored bird, comes darting into the

His pencil stopped. “I’m thinking anything can
happen.”

garden. She feels very close to the garden and to
the blue sky and to the warm air. Also, she is aware

She stood up and stepped over to look at the

that Albert will be returning soon, so anticipation

sketch, which put her body next to his, and then

plays upon her psyche and upon her body, a back-
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and-forth current, and if this were all there was to

unfolding. She looks at Albert, and she’s glad

“relationship,” she’d stay with Albert forever. But of

that he hasn’t asked her why she decided to visit,

course this was their predicament in Los Angeles,

for she doesn’t really know. Yet she does know

for Albert has interests — birds, watercolors,

that she decided to visit for this, this scene next

books — which are not her interests. Whereas

to a dry garden, a scene that she couldn’t have

she has interests that he doesn’t have — career,

possibly known about until now. And that was

achievement, lifestyle. She is in the market for a

how it was between them in Los Angles, but in L.A.

husband, and maybe even a family, although at

there was a definite time limit, for Albert would

her age “family” might mean adoption. Albert is

be moving to Arizona, which solved the problem

past those considerations, and so it is “age” more

of “future,” for there was no future with Albert.

than anything that separates them, for Lisa feels

They had talked about this, too, because he was

that she might be like Albert if she were twenty-

anything but secretive or possessive. He told her

five years older. They’ve talked about this, and

that if he were younger, he’d be possessive and

they’ve talked about other things as well, such

in love with her, and that there’d be romance.

as “love” and “romance,” because those entities,

And she had replied, “Yes, but then you’d be like

too, are out of reach. So what do they have

the other men I’ve been with.” He had nodded.

between them? As Albert put it: “It’s hard to

And then she had added, “The men I couldn’t

describe with words because we usually fall into

stay with because of all those selfish games that

habitual patterns of description when it comes to

arose.” And they had discussed this in terms of:

relationships, so when something deviates from

“the things we want and can’t have,” of which

usual we are at a loss for words because we only

Albert noted, “the motif of our lives.”

have usual descriptions with usual words.” Lisa

She can hear the pencil moving on Albert’s

had understood this, but then had added, “Well,

sketchpad. Sometimes a hummingbird comes

we have sex.” And Albert had laughed.

near, and she can hear the whir of its little wings.

He’s back on the patio with two cups of coffee

Albert has this knack for composing a scene that

and a package of Lorna Doone cookies. And then

works on her like foreplay. She has asked him if this

he’s back into the trailer and out again, but this

is accidental or planned, and he has said, “Well, I

time with a sketchpad and a pencil and a box of

suppose it’s both. But you got to understand, it’s

condoms, all of which he sets down on the table.

also you. You are participating in this — you and

“No masking tape?” Lisa asks, while watching

me and the furniture and the lighting and the air

him as he pulls a bench away from the table so

temperature and the nudity and . . . ” He had

that he has a sideview of her.

waved a hand. This was in his studio, and now she

“No, I don’t think it’s necessary.”

understands what he was trying to say, for she can’t

He has given her a cookie and her cup of black

separate what she’s feeling from what surrounds

coffee. She puts the cookie in her mouth. Albert

her. She knows that if she weren’t naked on a

starts drawing. They have their glasses on. Lisa

lounge chair next to a dry garden on an eighty-

sips her coffee and looks at the hummingbird

degree day with Albert naked and sketching her,

and at the red flowers that are on a long spiny

none of this would be occurring.

limb that’s part of a cluster of long spiny green
limbs that erupts from the ground like a packet

She sips her coffee, and poses in the
sunshine.
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Starlings
Carol Harada
“There’s something special about this one. Let’s hang it up, so we can see it from the bed,” Susannah suggested. And
once that painting was framed and placed above the dresser, Harry’s recovery quickened.

E

ver since the tractor accident, Harry Parson had trouble sleeping. Awake again

he would check the luminous clock hands and lie there for fifteen minutes, willing
himself to get back to sleep. After that futile attempt, he’d gather his bathrobe

and slippers. At the bedroom door he’d watch his wife Susannah sigh and roll like a
contented seal into a deeper curl of sleep.

Carol Harada is a somatic healing practitioner at Deep River Healing and a proud member of Laguna Writers
community in San Francisco. She incorporates awareness of healing and creative processes into her short stories and
novel-in-progress. She has been published in print and online in The Saturday Evening Post, Bryant Literary Review, Flash
Flood Journal, Lake: A Collection of Voices, volumes 4, 5, and 6; and Birdland Journal.
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Deep night was a pivot point, as was twilight, when Harry liked to walk out on his land
and watch the starlings. Thousands of black, purple, galactic birds with sharp yellow
beaks would swoop and swarm in unison. The massive cloud of birds folded back in on
itself like Susannah’s cake batter, or like eels flushed out into open water.
These days Harry’s thoughts were unreliable, but as the sun moved to the western hills
and the sky was pinking up, he could rest. Instead of getting more confused and agitated,
he looked forward to twilight. When he saw the starlings in the shifting light, his thoughts
spooled and ribboned out with the superflock. Information that had seemed so important
to recall in the right order at the right time could now just flow and fly. He could catch a
second wind.
Now in the middle of the night, Harry put the water on for bland herbal tea.

Susannah had suggested it for calming. As the water heated, he lowered himself
to the large rag rug in the living room and did a few simple stretches. Sometimes
that and the tea made him pliable and sleepy enough for round two of rest. As he
drank his tea, Harry had taken to drawing on the kitchen chalk slate where Susannah
organized their daily life.
The first night in the hushed kitchen, he imagined his wife wrapped in her dreams
just above his head in the bedroom. He considered the many times he’d approached
her reclining nude silhouette, the tender line of her body rising and falling like the
hills to the far west of their land. He traced that line surely with the chalk on the
slate, low on the board. In Susannah’s steady hand “leek potato soup” and “quilts”
and “Tuesday checkup” floated high above the drawn line. Harry finished his tea and
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erased the line with a napkin. Back in bed next to his wife, who rubbed his feet with
hers, Harry fell into gravity and sleep.
Another night Harry drew the curve of Susannah’s cheek, barely sagging, and her
still clear sharp eye. He was pleased that his hands remembered line weight and
shading; grateful that his eyes discerned shapes and negative space the way he’d
learned so long ago. Harry told his neurologist that the old skill had suddenly come
back, a harvest apple from his youth. Doctor Manning did not seem concerned, saying
something about the visual cortex. He encouraged Harry to just enjoy exploring.
So Harry did his chalk slate drawings and erased them after putting the tea mug in the
kitchen sink. He wanted to leave Susannah’s board as it was, for it served as command
central for her projects, their life, and his recovery. But one night with a swipe of the dish

towel, he accidentally erased Susannah’s writing too. There had only been seven words
there, but Harry had not taken note of them.
In the morning he confessed his night studio habit. Susannah just smiled, transferred
her list from her perfectly crenellated brain to a small piece of paper, and went off
to her errands. The next night, Harry was met with an array of sharpened pencils and
good sketch paper. Eventually he switched to watercolor, at first just using leftover
coffee from a mug in the sink.
At breakfast, Susannah and Harry would look at what had developed overnight. Harry
grew fascinated by the simple implements of the kitchen, their useful scooping and
spearing shapes. He also fell in love with the celery and its pale green leaves and the
voluptuous swelling of the radishes. His simple paintings and drawings stacked up. At
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one of his checkups, Harry presented Doctor Manning with a walnut painting for his
office. The good doctor was amused by its resemblance to the brain.
Around that time Susannah started having detailed dreams. In one she was the
queen of a tropical island, doling out great pyramids of coconuts to people who
would build rafts out of them and sail back to wherever they came from. In another
she was an elm outside her parents’ house, growing taller than the house and having
conversations with the sky. In the dream she could hear her roots growing down into
rich soil. And she shivered with all the life she held.
Now breakfast time was peppered with the review of his painting and her dream. She’d
begun reading about fairy tales. The couple discussed magic forests, hunts for rare beasts,
and other observations they’d both gleaned from being students of the natural world.

“Looks like the starlings,” she noted one morning as she poured the coffee. The
new painting had a dark speckled swoop over the trees and land. Harry was flipping
the eggs and just nodded. He walked over with the steaming plates and set them
down. He kissed the top of Susannah’s head and stood behind her as they considered
the painting.
“There’s something special about this one. Let’s hang it up, so we can see it from
the bed,” Susannah suggested. And once that painting was framed and placed
above the dresser, Harry’s recovery quickened. At first light he saw the painting and
imagined himself and Susannah among the flock, wheeling and turning together
without ever colliding, making tiny adjustments on instinct, and being carried
through the changing shape of their wind-borne world.
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Spiritual Self-Inquiry

You A re the Mountains
L eslie I hde

We can inquire into our projections onto scenes in nature for the health of our own spirit. The
expansiveness of a vista might call on us to experience a loving expansiveness toward others.

I

n the field of psychology there is a famous

to describe these mechanisms — such as denial,

test known as the Rorschach. You’ll recognize

rationalization, and displacement — are commonly

this test by the ink blot images for which it is

and sometimes inaccurately used by lay people.

known. In the test, the recipient is shown a series

The most significant defense mechanism, in my

of abstract, roughly symmetrical shapes and

opinion, is projection. A well known discussion of

asked to comment on them. The test taker might

this psychic mechanism is described by Jungians

see two people kissing, or a couple of horses

who discuss it as the shadow. The shadow side of

galloping, or simply a storm cloud threatening

a person is his or her dark side.

on the horizon. It is the imagination of the test

Someone may project this shadow side onto

taker that offers information to the tester. The

another person; hence the animosity one may

beauty of the ink blot test is that the images don’t

feel towards someone who exhibits one’s own

actually represent anything! The tester witnesses

flaws. The 1940s fictional character, The Shadow,

the recipient’s mind directly and intuitively in the

was inspired by the Jungian discussion. Who

remarks and imagery that the recipient offers.

knows what evil lurks in the hearts of men?

Another tool from the field of psychology is

Projection plays a role in all of our relationships.

the categorizing and analysis of human defense

We project psychic meanings onto others,

mechanisms. The terms that psychologists use

and in Jungian psychology the discovery and
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analysis of these projections is key to psychic

tree growing bravely on a precarious precipice.

health. Sometimes the interplay between an

We have all seen those miracles of nature.

actual person and the archetype that that

Perhaps you have been as struck as I by the lone

person represents to us can be a source of

pine tree at a cliff’s edge, or the hardy mountain

unhappiness. Take “mother” for example. There

laurel nestled in a tiny crevice surrounded by

is the particular person who is our mother, but

wind and rock. What do these real life images

there is also the archetype mother. Relative to

say to you? Do you momentarily project human

the archetype mother, the great nurturer, many

attributes onto these plants? Do they seem

mere human beings don’t measure up.

lonely, strong, or frightened? They do to me.

The artist works intuitively with imagery. Rarely

would the artist undertake an analysis of their

My extensive exploration of orchid pots was

stimulated by a projection. How brave the

imagery, perhaps even eschewing such an effort

little orchid seemed to me: needing so little

as an obstacle to the dreamlike lure of the muse.

yet offering so much in its luscious and subtle

For me, though, reflections on projections

blooms. I spent months devising the perfect

illuminate the dream and lead me further along

orchid pot. I left openings for the aerial roots

my spiritual path.

that would extend and entwine. I patterned my

It is possible to project our own visions and

hand built pieces with impressions from Indian

thoughts onto a landscape or scenes in nature

wooden print blocks. I fired them in a raku kiln

just as it is possible to project a side of ourselves

so they would suggest the rustic environment

onto another person. Take, for example, a small

that the wild orchid thrives in.

LESLIE IHDE is a psychotherapist, artist, and spiritual teacher. As an adolescent, she attended
just three Quaker meetings. Too young to drive and unable to persuade her mother to drive her to
the meetings regularly, she did not encounter another rich spiritual influence until college. There
she met a mystic who was to become her mentor for some thirty years. Leslie offers guided
spiritual self-inquiry, drawing inspiration from the Quaker meeting, Zen Buddhism, Socratic
philosophy, and mysticism. She lives in Ithaca, New York. spiritualself-inquiry.com
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Leslie Ihde

Natural scenery offers an infinite number of

We can inquire into our projections onto

opportunities to clarify one's projections or

scenes in nature for the health of our own spirit.

discover one’s mind. Imagine yourself at an

The expansiveness of a vista might call on us

overlook in the Blue Ridge Mountains. From

to experience a loving expansiveness toward

where you stand you see an ocean of space

others. Discovering the direction our muse

with waves of silent, still mountains fading into

wants to take us might also be understood

the distance. You see the gradations of color:

as coming to understand our own spirit voice,

first, deep green, then blue green, and finally a

or inner teacher. For psychic health and self-

whisper of gray fading into cloud. Are you not

clarification, we can learn to identify and then

yourself as wide and as expansive as space when

internalize our projections. As I suggest this,

you see such a scene? Don’t you, by the magic

please don’t recoil into an intellectual stance. If

of projection, imagine the freedom of soaring

you do, you will be disappointed. Remain with

through the skies, unlimited by the hundred

the imagery alive. Then notice, no, recognize

contingencies of your daily life? For a moment,

yourself in the imagery. Doing so will galvanize

with your inhale, aren’t you yourself space?

both your spiritual and artistic energies.

What if this spaciousness that you feel were
an aspect of who you truly are? Better yet, what

turning my eyes to my shoes

if spaciousness is the visual representation of

from the mountain vista I notice I’m pretending

yourself as free awareness? We know the mystics

to be a woman and not the sky

use that word when describing their consciousness.
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Landscape
Another overgrown field, this one on a back road
not far from the village school.
		
Here, the tangled weeds, grasses,
wildflowers — here, the unruly patterns:

without end. Purple clover with beaded heads
in smoldering tones — unpredictable passion.
		
Tall, silken grasses where light
			
balances on supple blades

leaf, stem, woven vines, blossoms: crosshatchings
and angles, shadings, contour lines,
		
tumbled masses — desire’s chosen wedge
			
of land where it stitches

a sway of silvery lines. Dark, velvety leaves
on stalks in thickets of weeds,
layers of cushioned floors.
			
Sunlight touches the nerves

and knots its many moods. Intricate, the embroidery,
ravishing, the brightly colored threads.
		
Slender white rays of Daisy Fleabane, purity
from a flaming yellow heart.

of each plant, encouraging brilliance, subtlety,
pausing for the delicate, the innovative.
Listen to the sounds rising from this field —
			everything growing here

Meadow Beauty, tints of pale pink, the color
of love, loveliness, everlasting kindness — glowing
		
among the sensuous greens.
Asiatic Dayflower by the ditch:

is talking about gratitude for being left alone
in its summer mode. This is the earth,
		
wild and wise, creating yet again
			
one more haphazard masterpiece.

William Page Atkinson Wells, Girl In a Meadow.

too intense the devotion, too much longing
in its deep blue gaze. It blooms for one day,
		
collapses among heart-shaped leaves.
			
Dandelions, piercing yellows, radiance

— Marita Garin

Marita Garin has received fellowships from the Tennessee Arts Commission, the North Carolina Arts Council,
and MacDowell Colony for a residency. Poems have appeared recently in Nimrod International Journal, San Pedro River
Review, and South Carolina Review. She edited Southern Appalachian Poetry: An Anthology of Works by 37 Poets. She
lives in Black Mountain, North Carolina, surrounded by the Blue Ridge Mountains, a location both mystical and inspiring.
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PORTFOLIO

Jane Soodalter
Jane Soodalter , a native of New York, is a scientist by
training and an artist at heart. After spending many years
at the helm of her own occupational therapy practice, she
made a radical shift; she adopted what had been a hobby,
introduced to her by her father as a young child, and made
it her calling. Today, she is a professional photographer
whose themes often take her off the beaten path. Viewing
the natural world and everyday objects through a 100mm
Canon macro lens, she discovers and presents fascinating
scenes of beauty otherwise concealed from the naked
eye. • The title of her latest gallery show, Terra Incognita,
at Gallery 66 NY in Cold Spring, New York, accurately
described the images that she discovered — “both alluring
and foreboding; from a tiny facet of the rusted side of
an earthmover or the weathered panel of an abandoned
mail car, she recorded an otherworldly landscape, the
explosion of a nova.” In her series, Eulogy, Soodalter
traced the intriguing dissolution of a dead turkey vulture,
until all that remained were a few feathers interwoven
with the tall grass. Most recently, she has been exploring
the anthropomorphic images found in the world around
her — in the trees, rocks, and sand — and interpreting
them through her lens. • Soodalter's work has been
featured at many shows throughout New York’s Hudson
Valley and beyond, including Current Hues of the Hudson,
an invitational show at Bethel Wood’s Center for the Arts;
the Contemporary Art Fair NYC; The Schweinfurth Art
Center’s, Made in New York group show; and Cazenovia
College’s Invitational Photography Show, Photogenic Draw.

The Agony and the Ecstasy, 2015. Photograph.
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I Am the Lorax

“I am the
Lorax;
I speak
for the
trees.”
The Watcher, 2015. Photograph.

“In 1971 Dr. Seuss sought to make the world’s children aware of the
crisis threatening our natural resources with the simple refrain: ‘I am
the Lorax; I speak for the trees.’ Nearly half a century later, our trees,
our land, as well the oceans and the very air we breathe remain under
an ever-darkening cloud. And just as in The Lorax, we remain oblivious
of the peril. I look at the trees for which the Lorax spoke, and I sense
their spirit, hear their voices, feel the intensity of their stares. They
are seeking to convey the message that without our awareness, our
concern, and our action, the world around us faces immutable changes
that will threaten our quality of life, our children’s lives, and indeed our
very existence. I share with you these portraits within the trees, the
stones, the waters, in the hope that you will see and recognize kindred
spirits and heed their plea.”

— Jane Soodalter
Jane Soodalter lives in Cold Spring, New York
www.janesoodalter.com • scapa@mindspring.com
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Jane Soodalter

Heart of Darkness, 2015. Photograph.
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I Am the Lorax

Whispered Wisdom, 2015. Photograph.
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Jane Soodalter

Sycamore Saga, 2015. Photograph.
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I Am the Lorax

Woman in the Wood, 2015. Photograph.
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Jane Soodalter

Gavotte, 2015. Photograph.
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I Am the Lorax

Plane Song, 2015. Photograph.
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Jane Soodalter

Failure to Communicate, 2015. Photograph.
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I Am the Lorax

Naiad, 2015. Photograph.
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Comings, G oings
Christopher Woods

O

n any trail, there is always someone ahead or behind. I thought

about this as my wife and I hiked in Point Lobos State Park Reserve,
just outside Carmel, California. As we followed the North Shore Trail,

we would occasionally encounter other hikers. Some came up from behind us,
while others came to meet us.
The day was perfect. The sun was out, undeterred by the infrequent banks

of fog drifting over us. The fog vanished quickly into the rocks and foliage.
Already we had come face to face with two deer. They stood on a large boulder
and watched us with as much curiosity as we did them. There was no trace of
fear in their dark, moist eyes.
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We soon saw a couple walking toward us.

We went our separate ways. My wife and I

It was a woman and a young man we soon

chose to follow the Sea Lion Point Trail. Through

learned was her son. Friendly, they stopped

the trees, the barks of seals seemed to float on

to talk. My wife and I stood bunched together

the air. But before we got to the place where

with them on the narrow trail, on the lookout

we might see the seals, a woman suddenly

for poison oak on either side. The woman was

appeared behind us.

out of breath. She announced quickly that she

I'm truly lost, she said, but there was a smile

had emphysema, but was surprised that she

on her face. We understood. If one could choose

could walk so well on the park trails. Better than

a place to be lost, this might as well be it. After

walking in the city, she declared. No exhaust

comparing maps for a few moments, the woman

here, I said. She nodded in agreement, then

took off in the opposite direction. Watching her

patted her shirt pocket. I have my trusty inhaler

disappear into the landscape of flowers and trees

if I need it, she told us.

and rocks, I wondered how it would be to walk

Christopher Woods is a writer, teacher, and photographer who lives in Texas. He has
published a novel, The Dream Patch, a prose collection, Under a Riverbed Sky, and a book of stage
monologues for actors, Heart Speak. His portfolio, “Houses and Spirits,” appeared in the Spring 2015
issue of Stone Voices. His photographs may be seen in his gallery.
christopherwoods.zenfolio.com
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Christopher Woods

these trails alone. I mean, there is the peace of

same spot. There is a serenity, and perhaps

solitude, and then there can also be loneliness.

sacredness, about it. We stayed a good while

Given the woman's smile, my guess is that she

looking out over Moss Cove. I could stay here

was enjoying the peace. Who knows what she

forever, my wife said. I agreed. Maybe, when the

encountered in the months and years that led to

time came, we would have our ashes scattered

this trail, on highways and through relationships.

here. One of us would do this for the other. Or,

An hour or so later, we found ourselves at Moss

perhaps a relative or a friend could bring both

Cove, a peaceful place with large rocks rising

our ashes here in due course. Who could know

from the water to break the stronger waves. The

when? But, it would be a way of staying, forever.

result was a tranquil place from which to watch

Walking away from Moss Cove was like

the sea. Two years before, we had come to this

leaving a shrine, or maybe departing a very
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Comings, Goings

special ceremony. We walked with a new kind

the man told us, “I do landscapes, but my wife is

of exhilaration. We did not want to leave, but for

looking for a building to paint.” “Then she won't

now, it was time to go. Later, maybe later, we

be disappointed,” I told him. I explained that,

thought as we walked.

while the husband painted the land and rocks

On Granite Point Trail, I could see a couple
coming our way. They wore backpacks with

and water, his wife could paint the Carmelite
Monastery, easily seen from Moss Cove.

easels strapped across them. I was not surprised

Seeming pleased, they walked on. And we

when we all paused in our tracks. The man asked,

walked away. But we hoped we would be back,

“Is there anything to paint over there?” He was

for a short visit, or maybe for always. On any

pointing over our shoulders in the direction of

trail, there is always someone ahead or behind.

Moss Cove. His wife looked at us expectantly.
“You'll find much to paint,” my wife said. “Well,”

Perhaps some trails just go on and on. So much
depends on memory and time.
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ENDNOTE

Judy Munro, Summer Path, from Still Point VIII, Still Point Art Gallery.

Summer afternoon — summer afternoon; to me those have always
been the two most beautiful words in the English language.

— Henry James
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